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INTRODUCTION 
In February 1966, a cooperative project between Iowa State University 
and Biology Section, State Conservation Commission, was initiated to 
determine chronology of production of "sprin~" and "fall ll litters of 
fox squirrels (Sciurus niger rufiventer, Geoffroy) and relative importance 
of each as contributors to the fall population. Information concerning 
contribution of sprini3 and fall litters to the fall population, chronolor;y 
of production in relation to environmental conditions and structure of 
the f3.11 population in terms of sex and age vlOuld supplement extensive 
surveys currently conducted by the Conservation Commission. 
Results of a postcard survey of licensed hunters show squirrels 
rank third in importance, behind pheasants (Phasianus colchicus) and 
cottontails (Sylvilafus floridanus), as a huntine resource in Iowa, and 
approximately 45 per cent of the individuals purchasing licenses hunt 
squirrels (Klonglan 1967). Published papers concorned with squirrels 
in Iowa apparently are limited to those of Hicks (1942, 1949) and Kline 
(1964). These studies were not directly concerned with the chronology 
of production of the squirrels and a minimum of information is 
available. 
REVIRw OF LITERATUR~ 
Distribution in Iowa 
The entire state of Iowa is included in the current range of the 
fox squirrel (Stoner 1918; Burt 1964). Stoner (1918) reported that the 
westward extension of the range of the fox squirrel in Iowa cOincided 
with the settlement of the stat.e. The fox squirrel was adapted to edge 
(Kendeigh 1961) and was therefQre suited to the intense cultivation-
small farm woodlot situation (Seton 1929) found extensively throughout 
central Iowa. 
Reproductive Habits 
Virtually all writers support the finding that gray and fox squirrels 
are dioestrus (Seton 1929; D. L. Allen 1943; Brown and YeaGer 1945; 
J. M. Allen 1954; UhliG 1955; Packard 1956; Kidd 196J.1-; Cornwell and Mosby 
1966). Hoffman and Kirkpatrick (1959) state that mating periods of the 
f!..ray squirrel vary somewhat with latitude and perhaps with age, nutrition, 
climatic conditions and possibly even population density. 
Influence of Mast Production 
l3aumv,artner (1939) defines staple food3 as tho~e which appoar mo~>t 
essential to the year-round survival qf a squirrel population and may 
includn bittornut::;, beech nuts, black walnuts, hickory nuts, acorns, 
buck£!yos and pos3ibly corn. Squirrel populations in Ohio d.o not ox.ist 
where at least two of these foods arc not present in adequate quantitie~;. 
Christisen and Korschf~en (1955) report that the annual harvest of 
squirrels in Missouri depends upon the abundance of acorns in tho fall 
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immediately preceding the next two periods of squirrel reproduction. 
Similar findings are reported for other studies in Hissouri (Burns, 
~~. 1954), in Ohio (Baumgartrler 1943), in Indiana (Allen 1954) and 
in :'"lisconsin (Besadny 19.57). Uhlig (19.5.5) does not agree that total 
squirrel production decreases following yea~s of poor mast production. 
Uhlig states that in West Virginia a poor mast crop delays breeding but, 
in only one instance did poor squirrel production follow a poor mast 
crop. Results of studies in Illinois (Brown and Yeager 1945), Virginia 
(Cormlell and Mosby 1966), Indiana (J. M. Allen 1954), Michigan 
(D. L. Allen 1943) and Missouri (Crawford 19.50), indicate that the number 
of young per litter varies dir~ctly with the abundance and quality of 
food available. Citing Naumov (1934) and Rasporov and Isakov (1935), 
Lampio (1967) states that in Finland unfavorable weather in conjunction 
with poor food supplies interferes with reproduction of Sciurus vulgaris 
by interrupting heat and delaying breeding,and a smaller number of litters 
per female results. Allen (19.54) reports that a low nUlnoor of juveniles 
and a high number of lactating females are shot in Indiana during 
huntine seasons immediately following years of rnast crop failure. Allen 
also states that malnutrition and a delayed breeding season occur durin:: 
the first vJinter and reproductive ::mason following years of poor mast pro-
duction. Kline (1964) reports that s<1uirrels ::l.re less dependent on mast 
in Iowa than is indicated for other rct~ions because of the availability of 
grains resulting from intense agriculture. Other workers believe mast to 
be important as a food source for wildlife (Allen 194J; Downs 1949; 
Christisen 19.51; Hartin, ~~. 19.51; Petrides, ~ &. 1953; Verme 1953; 
Gysel 19.56; Uhlif~ 1956) and believe it is important to determine the 
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amount of mast available to vrildlife. 
The methods for determining mast are as abundant as the number of 
men suggesting the methods. Complete counts (Verme 1953), seed traps 
(Dovms and McQuilkin 1944; Cypert 1951; Easley and Chaiken 1951; Burns, 
~~. 1954) and ground counts (Dalke 1953) are usen. The size of the 
sample units varies from one acre plots (Dalke 1953) to sample plots 
consisting of approximately 10 per cent of the crmm area of a single 
tree (Allen and McGinley 1947; Cypert and Webster 1948). Verme (1953) 
ShOHS the adequacy of sample plots for estimatinG total mast production 
and Petrides, ~~. (1953) suggest a method of samplinr. rannomly selected 
twi~s to obtain mast information that ·is comparable between years. 
Age Determination 
Chapman (1938) separated younf(, from adult squirrels by weie;ht. Allen 
(1943) and Brown and Yeager (1945) estimated the ages of squirrels by 
using subjective impressions, body weight, Cowper's gland palpation, 
scrotal piEmontG.tion and weiGhts and measurements of testes. 
Allen (1943) separated younG from adult squirrels on the basis of 
Heii~ht and r;rouped juvenile squirrels by aee in weeks for the first 
6 weeks of life. UhliG (1956) believed it possible to determine the age 
to the week of birth of any juvenile squirrel weiGhing less than 400 
grams. 
Uhlig (1956) presented a more detailed description of characteristics 
of external Genitalia of all age classes. The ventral and posterior end 
of the scrotum of adult males was darkened and generally free of hair. In 
subadults, the posterior end of the scrotum had smooth skin, was brown to 
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black in coloration and possibly free of hair. Juveniles from the second 
litter had small testes and the scrota were covered with hair. 
Uhlir, (1956) further stated that the mammary glands in adult females 
were large, pendulous and exposed, and the teats were black tipped. Teats 
were inconspicuous in juveniles and more or less hidden by hair. Females 
born early in the year and that had borne youn[~ had teats that were 
black tipped. 
Taber (1963) reported that some 9- to lO-month and 21- to 22-month 
old squirrels reached sexual maturity during the same reproductive season. 
Subadults were as heavy and sometimes as fully developed sexually as were 
adults. Sharp (1958) also noted difficulty in separating subadult from 
adult squirrels during a fall hunting season on the basis of weieht or 
physical development. Sharp believed, however, that the juvenile, sub-
adult and adult classes were rapidly separable by differences in pelar,e 
of the underside of the tail. Juveniles had two and sometimes three dark 
lines runnin~ through the reddish brown primary hairs of the tail while 
the tail bone was free of hair. In the subadult, the lower or proximal 
one-third of the tail bone was covered with short/oppressed hairs. The 
tail bone of adult squirrels was hidden by oppressed secondary hairs that 
radiated outward and partly obscured the long, primary hairs of the tail. 
Thomson and Mortensen (1946) and Hale (1949) developed a technique 
for estimatin~ the ages of cottontail rabbits based on the presence or 
absence of the epiphyseal cartilage between the epiphysis and diaphysis 
of the humerus. The technique was later described for use in determining 
the ar,e of individual squirrels and raccoon (Petrides 1951). The deter-
mining of age by the presence or absence of the epiphyseal line or groove 
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was fu~ther perfected with the use of the x-ray and applied to foxes 
(Sullivan and Haugen 1956), raccoon (Petrides 1959; Sanderson 1961), and 
fox squirrels (Carson 1961; Nixon 1965). 
The baculum of male:::; incr~ases in length and weight in some spccjo:.; 
and the amount of calcification increases with age (Kirkoatrick and 
Barnett 1957). Baculum weiehts and measurements are useful for estimating 
the age of male gray squirrels (Kirkpatri9k and Barnett 1957; Hoffman and 
Kirkpatrick 1959). Deanes1y and Parkes (1933) clescribe the use of color 
chan~es in the reproductive tract of females as a criterion to separate 
juveniles from adult tree squirrels. 
Diurnal Activity 
Discu!:>sions concerned with the interrelations of the activity of 
squirrels and environmental conditions were found extensively throughout 
the literature (Seton 1929; Goodrum 1937, 1940; Hick:.; 191~:G, 1~/.j.9; 
D. L. Allen 194;; Baker 1944; Brown and Yeager 1945; J. M. Al.len 1951~; 
Shorten 1954; Uhlig 1955; Packjard 1956; Moore 1957). Research related 
to fox squirrel activity was usually confined to daylight hour:.;; and Allen 
'. (1942), working in Michigan, reportod no evidence of squirrel activity 
prior to daylight. 
llicks (1949) stated that activity varied wi.th :>ea~>on afl(j that t.he 1":111 
wa!:i tho pt::riod of hil~he:;t activ"ity. Other ro:;carcher!:> also reported that 
!:>quirrel activity varied with the 50:1:.;on of the year (Brown and Yeager 
1945: Bakk·jn 1952; Moran 1953; J. M. Allen 1954; Packard 1956). Bakken 
(1959) stated that neither he nor other worker!:> noted alterations of 
activity on the part of squirrels to temperature, relative humidity, 
? 
precipitation, wind speed, wind direction, barome'tric pressure, sky cover 
or snow cover. Strong winds, high and low temperatures and heavy rains, 
sleet or snow were reported to reduce but not necessarily cause a 
ceasation of squirrel activity (Klugh 1927; Seton 1929; Goodrum 1937, 
1940; Baumgartner 1943; Baker 1944; Brown and Yeager 1945; Hicks 1949: 
Packard 1956; Bakken 1959; Sharp 1959; Lampio 1967). A number of writers 
stated that mild rain tended t6 promote mobility in squirrels (Naumov 1934; 
Hicks 1949). Goodrum (1937) reported that gray squirrels were influenced 
more by weather conditions than "Tere fox squirrels. 
A number of factors other than weather influence the pattern of 
squirrel activity. Chapman (1938) and Flyger (1955) ShOH that differential 
activity patterns of males and females may alter the activity patterns 
of the population. Hoore (1957) reports that the activity of a squirrel 
during any single day varies with disturbances or meteorological conditions. 
Hoore further states that the activity patterns of squirrels may appear to 
vary because of different methods of recording data. Bakken (1959) 
mentions that a change in activity may be linked to changes in population 
number, population dispersal or visibility. 
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INVESTIGATION 
Locality 
A 285-acre farm located on the Des Moines River 6 miles south of 
Boone vIaS chosen as the initial research area. The farm comprised 
portions of sections 28 and 29 of Horth Township in Doone County, Imm and 
was mmed by tho 1mIa Conservation Commission. 
The area, designated as Area J., was considered suitable for 
intensive research because: (1) it was an oak-hickory association in the 
deciduous forest biome and comprised habitat known to be preferred by the 
fox squirrel; (2) the fox squirrel was known to be the only diurnal tree 
squirrel present; (3) access to the area was controlled; ,4) the area was 
sufficiently larGe to include the home ranges of many individuals and, 
(5) the presence of corn fields within the aroa provided an artificial 
food source similar to that found near many 1m"la farm woodlots. 
The hilly topography of the area is cormnon on lands adjacent to the 
Des Moines River. A permanent stream winds through the southeastern 80 
aero::; and empties into the Des Moines River. Ridge~) occur throughout .... 
Gullion of various lengths and depth drain into the Des Hoines HiveI' and 
the stream to the east. 
Vegetation was divided into upland and lowland types. The nomen-
clature usecl for plants in this work was that of Fernald (1950) and that 
of .stratification was after Shelford (1963). A cover map of the area Li 
presented in Fi~ure 1. 
The dominant species 1"ormin~ the canopy layer on the uplands were 
'dhi te oak (Quercus ~), burr oak (,9.. macrocarpa). northern red oak 
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F'igu['(J 1. thp :5hOl-lirw vugetation of Area I 
Floodplain area:; 
,,1. 
~m::d 2. 
~ J. 
!EEl '+. 
Very de nse stand of elm, soft maple and shagbark hickory. 
understory. 
No 
Very dense 0tand of cottonwood, willow and e lm. No understory. 
Sparse canopy of elm, soft maple and shagbark hickory with dense 
ground cover of annuals and perennials. 
Sparse canopy of cottomveod, willow, elm and soft maple. Very 
dense understory of sodgrass, annuals, perennials, shrubs, 
button-bush and buckbrush. 
Transition area 
(:.::~.:.:~:j 5. Very dense stand of elm, soft maple and hickory. Sparse 
understory of shrubs, button-bush and buckbrush. 
Upland areas 
~;:~.~ 6. No canopy. Sparsc understory of f~oldcnrod , :J.ster :J.nd sod t ;ra~;SG s. 
l1li 7. 
~ B. 
CJ 9. 
~IO. 
_ J2 . 
No canopy. Very dense understory of blue grass and annuals. 
Medium dense canopy of burr oak, . white oak and hickory. Heavy 
understory of goldenrod, asters, blue e;rass, dOE\veod and rose. 
Sparse canopy of white oak, burr oak and hickory. 
under canopy. 
Bare soil 
Sparse canopy of honey locust and white oak. Very dense under_ 
story of blue grass , perennials and annuals. 
Medium dense canopy of burr oak, white oak, and hickory. 
understory of annuals and perennials. 
Hed iu:n dense canopy of burr oak, white oak, hickory, aspen, pear 
and apple. Medium dense understory of dogwood, prairie rose, 
,tubus, c;oldenrod, asters and blue [',rass . 
'.fery dense canopy of burr oak, white oak am] hickory. Hedium 
dense under story of blue c;rass , dor~ood, prairie ro sc and Rubus. 
Cultivated fields. 
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N 
RESEARCH FARM 
STATE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
LEDGES ROAD, BOONE, IOWA 
SCALE ,"- 812' 
INTERMITTENT STREAM =_ . _ .-
PERMANENT STREAM = ----
UNIMPROVED ROAD = _._._.-
FOOTPATH c ····· · · ...................... . 
COVER TYPE BOUNDARY=----
FENCE = ~)t )()t )( )( )( )( )( 
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(£. rubra), shagbark hickor,r (Carya ovata) and pignut hickor,r (f. 
glabra). The understor,r tree layer was composed primarily of bitternut 
hickory (£. cordiformis), ironwood (Ostrya virciniana), and basswood 
(Ti1ia americana). The low shrub layer included prairie rose (~ 
:;etigera). raspberry (Rubus .:mr2.), r,oo:Jeberry (lUbo!.> !.>PP.), anu oak 
::;aplinf~s. The upper herb layer consi::;ted of poi:;on ivy (~ 
toxicodenrlron), prickly pear (Opuntia ~.), ra/"weed (Ambrosia ~pp.) and 
Hay-apple (Podophyllum peltatwn). The lower herb layer included bluo r:rass 
(~pratencis), crab erass (Diaitnria sanguinali::;), some ferns and mosses, 
a variety of grasses and spring and summer wild flowers. 
The dominant species formine; the canopy on the lmvlands were slippery 
elm (Ulmus rubra), American elm t,!L. americana). cottonwood (Populus 
deltoides), and box elder (Acer ner,undo). The understory tree layer on 
the lowlands was sparse. Species present included willm-l:; (Salix ::;pp.), 
white oak and ironwood. Vee;etation in the upper herb layer consisted 
primarily of stinginr, nettle (Urtica dioica) and wild hemp (Canabis 
sativa) with some raspbcrr,r in the ecotone between upland and lowland 
areas. Ii. more complete list of ver,etation is appended in Table 29. 
Ages of the trees varied throur;hout the resoarch area. An averar;e 
ar,e of 68 ye:J.rs and 59 years \Vas estimated from core :::;amplo::; obtained by 
use of, an increment borer on 18 tree::; in the bottomland and 27 trees in the 
upland areas re::;pcctivoly. 
The rotation pattern of crops on the cultiv.:ltud fiold[; included oaL:;-
:J.lfalfa fo110\-Ied by corn. The field!.> adjacent to tho area:.; trapped in 
1966 and 11)6'1 wero planted to corn. Harvestinr; occurred at the nonn.1.1 
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time, but the 10 rows adjacent to woody cover were lert wnharvested as 
wildlife food. 
A secona area, desi~nated as Area II, was used fronl mid-July until 
early September, 1966. Area II was a 40-acre, f~razed, oak-hickory woodlot, 
approximately 1 mile north of Area 1. The woodlands of Area II were 
continuous with the woodlands of the Led~es state Park, Boone. The 
southern 6 acres of Area II were level except for a Eullcy that traversed 
the central portion. The remaining 34 acres were hilly in topor,raphy. 
The canopy vegetation on Area II was similar to the upland canopy 
vegetation on Area I. Dominant tree species included northern red oak, 
white oak, burr oak, silver maple (~ saccharinum) and sha~bark hickory. 
Little diversity of species existed in the sparse low shrub, and upper 
and lower herb layers. Oak saplings, Ribes ~., thistle (Carduus ~.), 
milkweed (Asclepias ~.), and blue grass were the major species of 
vegetation present in the low shrub and upper and lower herb layers. 
Initially, trappin~ was conducted throughout Area I to ascertain 
Hhich ser:ment of the area was best suited for the study. A system of 
selective trapping was employed. Sixty-four live traps were placed under 
trees containing leaf nests or dens. 
Traps were moved to Area II in July 1966 to explore the possibility 
of increasin~ trap success and obtain more information on reproduction 
throughout the summer months. Traps were returned to the southwestern 
two sections of Area I in fall, 1966. 
The deCiduous forest of the southwest sections of Area I was conti.n-
uous with forest on the north, south and east and was bounded by the 
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Des Hoines River on the west. Water levels in the Des Moines River and 
in the permanent stream were generally 2 to 3 feet below the banks for 
most of the year. The streams occasionally overflowed their banks 
during rapid spring thaws, and 32.9 acres of Area I were flooded in June 
1966 and 1967. 
Methods and Equipment 
Information concerned with chronology of reproduction was obtained 
in a three-fold manner: (1) specimens were trapped and examined for signs 
of oestrus, lactation and pregnancy or ascended or descended testes where 
appropriate; (2) reproductive behavior was noted during time-area counts; 
and (3) an examination was condt.cted of carcasses obtained by collecting 
specimens and checking hunter kills. 
National, Havahart and wooden box traps were used to capture 
squirrels. A variety of baits, including field corn, En~lish walnuts, 
black ltTalnuts, unsalted peanuts, hickory nuts, apples and pears, were 
tested. No one bait proved more effective than the others, and field 
corn was utilized since it was readily accessible. 
Trapping was conducted whenever possible but. from June through 
November 1966 and from June through Aue;ust 1967 traps \-lerc set at least 4 
and sometimes 7 nights oach week. The traps were usually checked between 
5 and 5:30 M1 and again between 3 and 5 PM. 
Several methods of trap placement were utilized including linear and 
circular patterns and selectively placing traps under and in trees con-
taining dens and nests. Little difference was detected between patterns. 
and the linear arrangement.was used most frequently. Traps were laid 
:.>in'3ly at distances from 30 to lUU feet apart. 
A tapered, chickenwire cone, 27 inches long with an 8-inch openin~, 
was utilized to handle squirrels. Squirrels were inserted into the cone, 
aged, sexed, measured for total length, leneth of hindfoot, ear and head 
and ileighed to the nearest gram. Notes on genoral condition, presence of 
tick~ or other ectoparasites and place of capture were recorded. 
A baCk-tag was attached t.o each squirrel and Monel, number one, 
metal, fingerling taGs were attached to both ears. A Polouze Dietic scale 
llUUU gIll) was used for weighing, and the scale was checked with an ouject 
of known vleight prior to and following each weighinf~. 
Additional information concerned with tho weiGht, age, and sex of 
squirrels was obtained from ~published data collected by Iowa vonservation 
(';ommission personnel and from the records of Iovm Statu University mam-
malor~ classes for the years 1960 through 1967. 
Althou[3h observational information indicated that fox squirrels were 
active before daylight and after dark, this project \..,ras primarlly concerned 
with the diurnal activities of the fox squirrel. The hours between 
4: 30 AM and 9 PM were chosen as the extremes of the daylif~ht hours during 
the year and l.fere utilized in the experimental desir;n. The time-area 
count (Goodrum 191~) was used exclusively during the study. 
The daylight hour::.; wore divided into 22 periods of /J.5-minllte 
duration ::mel activities of squirrels observed durinl~ the middle 30 
minutes of each period were recorded. A minimwn of 15 minutes was 
alloHOcl for travelinr; to observation points, oI'1~anizinf~ equipment, takinr; 
instrument readinp;s, and to allm-/ squirrels to return to normal activities 
follmfine disturbance. 
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Time-area counts were performed from six points of observation. The 
points were chosen so that tl) at least 1 acre of land was visible 
during the summer, (2) no segment of an area viewed was observed from 
more than one observation point, and (3) all observation points were 
:"OOV8 the arr.:a "iowed. 
Poinb one throuf',h four overlooked upland vel~utation types; point 
fivc: overJooked a floodplain vegetation type and point six overlooked an 
area that transversed both floodplain and upland vOI"otat"ion typos. 
A randomized procedure was formulated to allow for statist.ical 
analysis of information on activity. A chart was designed with 22 time 
periods alon~ the horizontal axis and 6 observation points along tho 
vertical axis (Fi~. 16 in appendix). Beginning at coordinate 1,1 
and movinr~ horizontally, every second coordinate on the chart was numbered. 
The total nmnber of possible combinations of time of observation and site 
of observation 'vIaS 66, and each combination had an equal. opportunity 
to be chosen. The selected coordinates were numbered from 1 throu(~h 66. 
A table of 100 random numbers was used to choose tho titnc of observation, 
and a table of 10 random numbers was used to cho03e tho point of 
observation. Records of observations of squirrels, activitier, perfonneJ 
hy sluirrcls, relative hu,"l1idity, temperature, and general Heather conditions 
"lOre accUITlul.:l.ted durinr; the observation periods. 
The number or oo:;orvations of squirrels at. each site and the total 
number of observation:; of squirrels over all sites were LC::ltud to see if 
tho observation:..: of squi.rrels occurred in accordance with :l Poi:,son 
rlintrj,but.i.on. The Poi ~;son distribution was uset! t.o tust. ror a !'clation-
:::hip bctwocn the number of squirrels observed p(-)r obscrvat.ion and per site. 
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The POisson distribution was a.lso used to test for a relationship between 
the total number of squirrels observed durine all observation periods and 
on a.ll sites. This distribution was used because it described the 
randomness or non-randomness of an event when the number of observation 
periods and the probability of observinr. a squirrel. althOUGh believed 
to be constant. was small. 
J:;xpE:cterl probabilities were determined by usin(~ the distribution 
.function described by Ostle (1963. pago 38). The: XZ test statistic \~a:.; 
U3CU to te::;t for an agreement betvwon the number of ooscrvations of 
:.quirrcl:..; anrj the number expected accordin[~ to the Poisson distri.bution. 
The deerc8s of freedom were two less than the number of classes since A 
was estimated from data. Periods when more than 3 observations of 
old 1 d be °t 0 t the v 2 sq~rre S occurre were poo e cause ~ was unw~se 0 use ~ 
Hhere some of the cells had very 10\01 expectations I,.Snedecor 1956). 
C'Onfidence limits for comparinf~ the mean number of observations of 
squirrels per period ~rere ba[;ed on the ::lssumption that the mean!:> of 
the POi0son distribution were distrlbuted normally. The Contr~l Limit 
theorem of :;L;lti~;t-jcs stated that if a popul::ltlon hOI:; a finite vari~nce of 
2 
0" and mean)..l, then the distribution of thu ~)."1rnplC! trl(l."ln appro~ch(;c the 
norm:ll di:;trii>ut ion wiLh the variance: ;Z In and mean .).l a!, Lhe $lmplo :;1.701~ n 
incrca:;es (O:;Lle .1.<)63, pace '/2). 
Sl!a~)()nal di v i:.ion:; ~lOre arran; :cd u:;inl: a cornpo:;i to of prev iou:;.1
o
Y pui J-
J i sh,~d ro:;(:arch 1.0 approximat.e tho natur~l divi.:;"Lon:; in tll(; annu:ll. life 
history of the fox squirrel. September through November was designated as 
Ule f!.:J.chini: [Jr;riod, D(;c!!rrttJCr Lhrolll~h Ft;IJruary. a:; thu period of !klJ'Lur'iLion 
of" cprln~ littor~;. Barch Lhrouf~h I'1ay, a:; the period of p:lrLuriLlon of raIl 
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litter:, and emcrl"cncu of ::;prinl~ litter~; and ,JUnt~ throu:~h Au::u:;L, a~l thu 
period of cm(:r'l~ence of fall litters. Those div:i:.;.i.orw wr.:re dunoted :J.:; fall, 
i-linter, sprln;; and Gummer, re:;pectivcl.Y in thi~; rr:port. The test on sea"ons 
,.,as independent in thl.: :..;tatistiC:J.l :~en0e of t.hc tc::.;t on :~ite:.; :.;incc the "ame 
number of pcriodc; "ere oi)[mrvt:d at e:lch site durinl: each season. 
Contingency tables were used to test for association between site 
and season in relation to the total number of squirrels seen. The 
expected numbers were obtained by assuming that the number of observations 
of squirrels at a site was solely a function of the average at that site 
during that season. 
A limited number of specimens Has collected. Col-Lectin:: ·"as 
accomplished outside the observational areas. The writer was not a'.vare 
of any huntln~ on the area. Other specimens were obtained from hunters 
and picked up a~ong roads. Three were obtained from the Iowa state 
University Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory. 
Heasurements similar to those taken in the field were obtained from 
all carcasses. Reproductive tracts were removed from all females, and the 
baculum and testes tiere removed from all males. The presence of embryos 
and a condition of lactation or oestrus was noted v/hen applicable. 
An Ainmiorth type 10 chemical balance was used to weieh all testes 
and bacula to the nearest thousandth of a gram. Testes Hero ',reighed as 
soon after removal from the carcass as possible, 1ilhile bacula were boiled 
for 30 minutes and then left to air dry for 30 days before weighing. 
Smears from 35 individual testes were fixed in a saturated aqueous· 
solution of mecuric chloride with 5 per cent solution of acetic acid 
and stClinod Vlith iron hematoxylin to ascertain tho reproductive status of 
18 
the male squirrels. 
The ae;es of squirrels examined in the field were d~termined by tail 
development, tail shape and body weight. Size and development of testes 
',lOre used as additional criteria in estimatini~ the ar,c of males while 
coloration and G.ppearance of nipples were used to estimate the a{"e of 
females. The ap;ec of male squirrels examined in the laboratory i·mre 
estimated using the len~th and weight of testes and bacula G.nd the 
presence or absence of sperm in the testes. Ages of females were estirn.J.ted 
by color and development of the uterus and the presence or absence of 
placental scars. The ages of individuals of both sexes Here also deter-
mined by the x-raying of one forefoot from each specimen .J.nd by all 
criteria used in the field. The ages of juveniles weighinc lmder 400 ~rams 
were estimated by weight using the criteria described by Allen (1943) and 
Uhlig (1955). Additional forefeet were obtained from hunter cooperator::.> 
in 38 counties (Fig. 2) with aid from Iowa Conservation COlfunission 
personnel. 
The forefeet of fox squirrels were mounted on c.J.rdboard sheets and 
x-rayed using a Picker :3 x_ray machine available .J.t the Iovla state 
Veterinary Clinic. The epiphyse.J.l line vT.J.S most app."1rent on x-rays exposed 
for 2 seconds at 12.5 milliamperes (mo.), .J. film tar;~et distance (ftd) of 
42 inches and 61~ killovolts power (kvp), usini~ Cronex film in a 14-inch 
by 17-inch Eastman, leadbacked, cardboard holder. Plates were automatical-
ly procec.scd on an Eastman X-omot Processor at a developinG temperature of 
78 dor:reos F and a drying temperaturo of 101~ degrees F. All pl.J.tes Here 
read, and tho a[~e s of sq uirre Is re corded both on tho plate and in the 
writor's journal. 
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The method of indexing mast developed by Petrides, et ale (1953) 
with slight modifications seemed most suitable for quantitative result~. 
Twenty-five randomly selected terminal portions representing new growth 
of branches of the white oak and hickory group and the terminal 12 inches 
of branches of the red oak group were removed from each mast producinr, 
tree. Ne'll c;rovIth generally consisted of one to three tl-Jigs. ThUS, the 
total number of twigs counted was slightly higher than the 25 per tree 
suggested by Petrides, ~~. The modifieo Petrides' method was used on 
all trees in a '+-acre section of !l.rea II durinc; 1966 and 1967. 
Hast trees were sampled on A.rea I, in 1967, by runninG 2l~ belt 
transects, 10 feet wide, 72.5 feet apart, through the southwestern two 
sections. Trees were examined at 40-foot intervals alone tho transects 
and appropriate mast trees sampled by usine: 7 X 50 binoculars to count 
mast on 25 terminal tHigs. The modified Petrides' and binocular count 
methods Here compared in 1967 by using the binocular count method on 
A.rea II prior to performing the modified Petrides' method on the same 
trees. Results of intensive surveys were compared to the extensive mast 
surveys performed by the Iovla Conservation Cormnission personnel during 
1966 and 1967. 
21 
RESULTS 
Trapping and Collecting 
Sixty-four squirrels were captured and 36 recaptured in 12,994 trap-
days during 1966 and 1967 for a success of 0.77 per cent. Lm., trappine 
success (1.26 per cent), in 1966, coupled with mortality apparently 
caused by coccidiosis and the limited ability to observe marked animals 
resulted in a temporary change of study areas from July until early 
September 1966. Trappin~ success was not hiGher (0.7 per cent) on Area II, 
but squirrels could be observed more readily. 
Forty and 24 squirrels were captured on the two study areas in 1966 
and 1967 respectively. An average of 175 trap-days in 1966 and 250 in 
1967 -,rere required for each squirrel captured (Table 1). Fifty-six 
squirrels "'Jere back- and ear-tagr,ed and released. Eight squirrels suffered 
mortality and were submitted to the Veterinary Dia~nostic Laboratory, Iowa 
State University, Ames, and/or preserved for examination of internal 
reproductive orr,ans. 
Of the 64 squirrels trapped during the study, 28 were adults (over 12 
months of age) and 36 were young (under 12 months of age); 38 were females 
and 26 were males (Table 2). Females were more often trapped than Inale~; 
in all months except March. 
Carca:.;ses of 77 and 134 squirrels were handled in addition to the 
squirrels trapped on the study areas during 1966 and 1967 respectively. 
Ninety-seven were adults and 114 were youne;; 99 were male:.; and 112 were 
females (Table J). Supplementary data concerned with the a~cs and :.;exe:.; 
of squirrels vrere obtained from Iowa Conservation Commission personnel and 
records of the Iowa state University mammaloey classes and were combined 
22 
Table 1. Number of trap-days expended to capture fox squirrels on Areas I 
and II, Boone, Iowa 
Year 
1966 
1967 
Total 
No. of squirrels 
trapped 
I II 
22 18 
24 o 
46 18 
No. of trap-
days 
I II 
2,063 4,928 
6,003 o 
8,066 4,928 
No. of trap-days/ 
squirrel 
I II 
94 
250 
175 
274 
o 
274 
Table 2. Honth of capture of squirrels trapped on Areas I and II, Boone, 
Iowa, 1966-1967 
Month Adult Young 
Male Female Malo Female 
March 2 1 0 0 
April 2 4 1 0 
May 1 0 0 1 
June 2 1 2 5 
July 0 I~ /} 1 
August 2 5 7 11 
September 2 2 1 J 
Total 11 17 15 21 
23 
Table 3. Age and sex of carcasses examined per month, Iowa, 1966-1967 
Honth Adult Young 
Hale Female Male Female 
January 4 3 0 0 
Februal"'J 5 5 2 0 
Harch 9 9 0 0 
April 4- 2 1 3 
Hay J 3 4- 0 
June 0 4 5 9 
July 1 J 2 4 
August 5 4 15 12 
September 8 5 12 12 
October 3 3 4 10 
November 3 3 5 11 
December 2 6 2 5 
Total 47 50 52 62 
24 
with results from this project (Table 4). The greatest percentage of young 
in relation to the total number of squirrels examined each month occurred 
in AUFjust with the next highest percentages of youn~ occurring in November 
and Ju.'1.e (Fif~. 3). 
Of OJ. squirre13 trapped during this project ancl 40 trapped by 
Con::;ervation COlll.'nission personnel in 196), 51 per cent Here males and 
49 per cent females (Table 5). Of 22 squirrels shot during these same 
periocls, only 44 per cent were males (Table 6). Adults comprised 56 per 
cent of the animals trapped and shot. 
Tagging 
Fifty-four of the 64 squirrels trapped 'were taf:c;ed and released. 
Fifteen of the 54 squirrels (28 per cent) were recaptured a total of 35 
times. Four of the 15 squirrels (27 per cent) lost the back-tag and one 
(7 per cent) lost an ear-taco One squirrel collected 7 weeks and two 
squirrels collected 13 months after taGCinG still retained ear-tac;s, 
but all lacked tho back-tag. 
Disease 
Two squirrels which were previously ta~eed and released were found 
dead in Area I. The first squirrel was found dead 7 days and the second 
squirrel Has found dead 22 days after initial capture. Post mortem reports 
received from personnel of the Iowa state University Diagnostic Laboratory 
attributed the cause of both deaths to coccidiosis. Five additional 
squirrels were found dead between June 3 and July 4 on Area I. Coccidia 
spores were abundant in each. 
TvlO cases of manGe, a disease associated with an infection of tho 
2.5 
Table 4. Information obtained from the recordG of the State Conserv~tion 
Commission, Imva State University mamma10eY classes and the 
current project. 1960-1967. on age and sex of fox squirrels 
collected for study 
l·:onth Adult Young 
Male Female Hale Female 
January L~ 3 0 0 
February 9 5 2 0 
Narch· 7 12 0 0 
April 6 8 2 3 
Nay l~ 3 I/- 1 
June 17 10 10 17 
July 13 19 14 10 
August 18 17 28 23 
September 15 23 16 15 
October 12 14 8 14 
November 11 6 6 13 
December 3 7 2 6 
Total 119 123 92 102 
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Table 5. Squirrels trapped in Iowa by Conservation Commission personnel 
in 1963 and by the investigator during the current project 
Month Adult Young 
Hale Female Hale Female 
Harch 2 1 0 0 
April 2 4 1 0 
Hay 1 0 0 1 
June 14 4 5 8 
July 8 8 8 4 
August 2 5 7 11 
September 2 2 1 J 
Total 31 24 22 27 
scabies mite, '\-lOre noted during this study. Both cases of mange occurred 
in early 1967. Ectoparasites including ticks, fleas and mites were found 
on the squirrels handled. 
Age Determination 
The ages of 211 squirrels VIere estimated in the laboratory usinr; 
all techniques previously mentioned. uterus development in females, and 
the baculum weight and testes smear techniques in males were considered 
the most accurate methods of estimating age (Kirkpatrick and Barnett 1957; 
Hoffman and Kirkpatrick 1956, 1959), and results of all other methods 
were compared to these techniques to determine the accuracy of estimatinG 
28 
Table 6. Squirrels collected by the Iowa Conservation Commission 
personnel betHeen 1960 and 1965 and by the investigator during 
the current project 
:·lonth Adult Young 
Hale Female Hale Female 
January 4 3 0 0 
February 9 5 1 0 
:·:arch 5 8 0 0 
April 2 3 1 2 
Hay 2 3 3 0 
June 1 7 3 5 
July 5 10 6 5 
August 12 10 7 6 
September <) 11 10 11 
October 2 3 L~ 8 
November 3 3 4 11 
December 2 6 2 5 
Total 56 72 1.J.l 53 
29 
the ages of specimens in the field. The estimate of age of males made 
in the field agreed with the standard in 84 per cent of the cases. The 
accuracy Has higher in females where 99 per cent of the field .iudgements 
agreed with the ~tandard. The most accurate method of determininr, the ar,o 
of males in the field was tail pela~e as viewed from below. Weight 
~riteria 'VTere found to be the second most accurate method of determininr; 
the ase of males. The black pigmentation in the nipples of adult female 
squirrels and the absence of this pigment in the younr: squirrels wa~~ tho 
most accurate method of separating adult from younf~ females. 
A combination of Allen's (1943) and UhliG's (1955) techniques Has 
used to categorize the juvenile sef,ffient of the population. Thirty-five 
juvenile squirrels examined bet\feen 1966 and 1968 "TOre estimated to be born 
in January, February, March, April, May, June, July and August (Tablo 7). 
Forefeet were collected from 1,404 squirrels in 38 counties across 
the state, and the ages of the squirrels were estimated by x-raying the 
feet. The combined adult:subadult:juvenile ratio for the 1966-67 and 
1967-68 hunting seasons was 656:410:338 or 100:62:52. Forty-seven per cent 
of the squirrels handled were adults. The younr, per adult ratio decreased 
durinf, the 1967 hunting season when compared with the 1966 season. 
Approximately 60 per cent and 42 per cent younG \,ere handled durinf: the 
1966 and 1967 hlmting season respectively (Tables 8 and 9). 
l"orefeet obtained during the 1966 and 1967 hunting soasons wore group-
ed into roW. regions (Kline 196); Fig. 2) for analysis. The hil:hest 
percentage of young (56 per cent) amonc the total number of animals in the 
regional sample occurred in the Southern Loe:::;s Hegion. Little 
difference W1S seen in the ratios of the other three regions. 
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Table 7. Juvenile squirrels estimated to the dale of conception and date 
of birth in Iowa, 1966-1968 
Date 
haridled 
l'.arch 23 
l1arch 23 
March 23 
April 13 
April 17 
April 29 
May 4 
May 4 
May 7 
June 1 
June 2 
JtUle 2 
JtUle 3 
June 7 
JtUle 7 
June 10 
June 16 
July 10 
July 17 
July 19 
July 21 
July 23 
August 2 
August 6 
August 6 
August 12 
August 13 
August 18 
August 19 
August 20 
September 9 
September 29 
October 17 
October 18 
November 1 
':Jeiv,ht 
(grams) 
59 
58 
54 
115 
118 
112 
273 
296 
237 
198 
214 
190 
397 
209 
363 
182 
110 
385 
363 
363 
318 
363 
363 
267 
125 
210 
385 
356 
392 
227 
314 
187 
330 
380 
184 
Age 
(weeks) 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
6.5 
6.5 
6.5 
12.5 
13.5 
11.0 
10.0 
10.5 
9.5 
18.0 
10.5 
16.0 
9.5 
6.0 
17.0 
16.0 
16.0 
14.0 
16.0 
16.0 
12.5 
6.5 
10.5 
17.0 
15.5 
17.5 
11.0 
14.0 
9.5 
l L}.5 
17.0 
9.5 
Date of 
birth 
March 2 
March 2 
}larch 2 
February 27 
March 3 
March 15 
February 6 
January 29 
February 19 
March 23 
I1arch 21 
l1arch 28 
January 28 
March 26 
February 15 
April 5 
May 2 
March 13 
I1arch 27 
March 29 
April 14 
April 2 
April 12 
May 11 
JtUle 22 
May 31 
April 16 
Hay 2 
April 19 
June 4 
JtUle 3 
July 25 
July 8 
June 21 
Aur,ust 27 
Date of 
conceptlon 
January 16 
January 16 
January 16 
January 13 
January 17 
January 29 
December 23 
December 16 
January 5 
February 6 
February 4 
February 11 
December 14 
February 9 
January 1 
February 19 
!-larch 18 
January 2'1 
February 10 
February 12 
February 28 
February 16 
February 26 
March 27 
May 8 
April 16 
March 2 
Harch 18 
March 5 
April 20 
April 19 
June 10 
May 24 
May 7 
July 13 
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Table 8. Classification of squirrels into age groups by x-raying forefeot 
received from hunter cooperators during 1966-(1967 hunting season 
County 
Clarke 
Cerro Gordo 
Boone and Story 
'dinne bago 
Ida 
Sac 
Lucas 
Tama 
Guthrie 
Des Moines 
Palo Alto 
Marshall 
Mitchell 
~vright 
Iowa 
Bremer 
Franklin 
I-lapell0 
Ringgold and Union 
Louisa 
Henry 
Warren 
Black Hawk 
Allamakec 
Mills 
Montgomery 
Monroe 
Jackson 
Harrison 
Butler 
Total 
Number 
of feet 
17 
49 
105 
82 
19 
22 
12 
34 
8 
33 
43 
84 
28 
7 
)1 
26 
14 
13 
29 
5 
2 
6 
25 
26 
57 
11-2 
II-
21 
11 
17 
872 
Adult Subadult Juvenile 
12 3 2 
14 16 19 
27 44 34 
43 22 17 
11 1 7 
12 2 8 
1 5 6 
7 9 18 
2 2 11-
2 16 15 
17 14 12 
32 21 31 
23 2 3 
1 3 ) 
LI- 1) 14 
18 6 2 
8 5 1 
0 7 6 
18 8 ) 
2 0 ) 
0 2 0 
4 2 0 
15 8 2 
14 4 8 
19 20 18 
2) 10 9 
I 1 2 
9 6 6 
4 5 2 
7 5 5 
350 262 260 
Table 9. Clas::;ification of squirrels into a~e groups by x-raying forefeet 
received from hunter cooperators during 1967-1968 huntin~~ season 
County 
Decatur 
Boone 
Black Hawk 
Keokuk 
A11amakee 
Ida 
Sac 
Lucaa 
Story 
Van Buren 
Clark and Decatur 
:!ardin 
~amilton 
Guthrie 
Hills 
11ont~omery 
';/inne bago 
Iowa 
Buena Viata 
Total 
Number 
of feet 
22 
17 
3 
7 
78 
25 
20 
10 
10 
12 
35 
45 
2l~ 
16 
29 
61 
2 
37 
79 
532 
Adult Subadu1t Juvenile 
14 6 2 
5 7 ,. :; 
0 2 1 
2 I~ 1 
1-1-2 24 12 
13 8 4 
4 12 4 
0 5 c· J 
7 3 0 
7 4 1 
27 6 2 
24 13 ~\ 
13 3 8 
8 4 I.j. 
17 6 6 
47 7 7 
0 1 1 
26 8 3 
50 25 4 
306 l/~() '18 
33 
The young per adult ratio decreased in three of the four re~ions 
during the 1967 hunting season when compared with the 1966 season. The 
number of young per adult in the sample from the Driftless Hop;ion was the 
same in the 1966 and 1967 hunting seasons. The number of juvoniles in 
relation to adults decreased in all 4 regions during the 1967 huntin~ 
season when compared with the 1966 season (Table 10). 
Allen (1943) stated that in a stable population one could expect 60 
per cent of the population to be young in the fall. In a declining 
population, the percentage of young in the fall would be less than 60 per 
cent. Only the Southern Loess' Region in 1966 had more than 60 per cent 
young in the sample of the fall population. In all 4 regions in 1966 the 
confidence interval of the estimated location of the true population mean 
at the 95 per cent level exceeded 60 per cent. The confidence interval 
(95 per cent) of the estimated location of the true population exceeded 
60 per cent in 1967 only in the Driftless Region. However, a small 
sample caused the confidence interval to be extremely large in this 
region, and it may be that all regions in 1967 showed a decline in the 
squirrel population. 
Weights 
The weights of adult fox squirrels examined between February 1966 and 
February 1968 ranGed from 434 to 916 grams. Adult females averaeed 
slightly heavier in weight than males in all months except April when 
males averaged 9 grams more than females. The difference in the mean 
weights of adult male~ and females was considered significant in March 
and June. The avera~e weight of adults of both sexes was Greatest in 
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October (Fig. 4). The weight~_of young squirrels examined between 
February 1966 and Februa~ 1968 ranged from 54 to r5r grams. Young 
females outweighed young males in 6 of the 9 months when both sexes were 
~ ~l ~. The mean and median of the weights of young fox squirrels .,an'J 8' . ..1. 
increased progressively from March through October (FiG. 5). 
~.o male squirrels classified as juveniles weighed 691 and 757 grams 
respectively in February. It is possible that thece bw malec were 
classified incorrectly as juveniles. No other juveniles were handled 
that v;eii~hed that much during that period of the year. 
The mean of each measurement taken on foy. squirrels durin~ this 
project showed the adult female to be larger than the adult male. The 
measurements taken on young squirrels were inconclusive a::; to which ::;ex 
was larger during the developmental period. 
Mast Survey 
The index of mast production obtained by countin~ the nuts per twiG 
through binoculars was lower than the index obtained with the modified 
Petrides' technique of clipping twigs and counting nuts (Table 11). Trees 
sampled by the modified Petrides' method showed a Im-Ter coefficient of 
variation than did those sampled by the binocular count. A comparison of 
binocular counts perfonned on Areas I and II shot/cd a sliGhtly hir;hor 
mast production on Area II (Table 12). A comparison of mast counts 
obtained in 1966 and 1967 on Area II by the modified Petrides' technique 
::;howcd an increase in mast in 1967 (Tahle 13). 
Fox Squirrel Activity 
The number of time-area counts per month in 1966 and 1967 ranr.cd frolll 
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Table 11. Comparison of mast counts made by the modified Petrides' 
method and by visual observation usinG 7 X 50 binoculars, 
Area II, Boone, Iowa, 1967 
Species 1-1odified Petrides' Count Binocular Count 
ltlhite oak 
Burr oak 
Northern red oak 
Hickory 
No. of 
trees 
108 
16 
3 
34 
Nuts! 
twiG 
0.28 
No. of 
trees 
108 
16 
J 
34 
Nuts! 
tHi~: 
0.06 
0.22 
1.8L~ 
0.26 
22 to 176 and varied in relation to the time a.vailable to bo spent on the 
Areas. Hovrever, the number of observations per month I'laS constant durin,: 
a given season. Tvlenty-two perjods per month vIere spent in ollservation 
durinG the lIintcr and spring. 44 per month durinG the fall and 176 per 
month durinr~ the sumlner seacon. 
Observations of squirrels occurred in a random manner on all areas of 
tho upland vegetation type. Non-randomness occurred on the floodplain and 
transition sites. The number of periods l;lhen no observations of squirrels 
or nore than one observation of squirrels (multiple sightin!3) occurred Has 
in excess of the expected number under the Poisson di~;tribution and 
indicated that vThen ~~quirrels occurred on the floodplain and transition 
sites the :;quirrels occurred in croups (Table ll~). ? The si/:nii'icant X-
on the total number of squirrels observed on all sites reflecLed the Sall)lJ 
trend and resulted frorl the occurrence of fox :::;quirrels in ;~roups on the 
39 
Table 12. Comparj son between Areas I and II of mi1:JL count:::; mack lJY 
visual ob:::orvation usinf~ 7 I 50 binocular~, Doone, Iowa, 196'1 
Species 
Area I 
':mite oak 
3urr oak 
::ort~(Jrn 
;:ickor-J 
Area II 
r;fhite oak 
;;urr oak 
Horthern 
Hickory 
rod oa]{ 
red oak 
No. of 
trees 
1,864 
642 
10 
321 
108 
16 
3 
34 
AveraGe D13H 
(inches) 
15 
14 
16 
14 
211-
25 
21~ 
16 
No. of 
twirrc 
46,600 
16,050 
250 
3,025 
11-,912 
382 
SO 
850 
No. of 
nut::; 
1,864 
2,600 
253 
1,686 
295 
31..} 
147 
8311-
Nuts/ 
twit~ 
0.0'-1-
0.16 
1.01 
0.21 
0.0(, 
0.22 
1.84 
0.26 
Table 13. A comparison of mast counts made on terminal hrif\[:; of oak~; and 
hickories made by a modification of Petrides' method in Area II. 
Boone, Iowa 1966-1967 
Species 
vJhite oak 
Burr oak 
llorthern rod oak 
No. of 
trees 
108 
16 
3 
Averarre DBH 
(inches) 
24 
25 
16 
No. of 
tWi~S 
No. of 
nuts 
L).,892 J~,912 317 J..}82 0.06 0.09 
398 
77 
850 
332 III 137 0.28 0.36 
80 148 194 1.92 2.4J 
1./-0 
Table 14. The number of squirrels per observation site tested ae;ainst 
a Poi.sson distribution 
Site I-lumber of Squirrels 
o 1 J 
1 ooserved 123.0 18.0 2.0 
expected 122.6 18.9 1.5 0.207 
2 observed 104.0 31.0 S.O 
expected 102.9 33.8 G.3 0:100 
3 observed 74.0 54.0 10.0 5.0 
expected 75.1 48.3 15.6 1)-.0 2.911 
4 observed 90.0 1~1.0 7.0 5.0 
expected 87.0 1~3.2 10.7 2.1 5.515 
5 observed 101.0 25.0 11.0 C.O 
e7.pccted 85.8 43.8 11.2 2.2 17 • 32~»:: 
6 observed 116.0 21.0 13.0 
e7.pected 109.7 34.1~ 5.9 11+.10)':: 
*Si~nificant at the 95 per cent level 
41 
floodplain and transition sites (Table 15). 
Plottini~ the mean and 95 per cent confidonce limits showed th~t the 
numher of ob~ervations of squirrels per period differed amon~~ the :;ito!J. 
F~_observations of squirrels occurred on upland site 1 than on all other 
sites. FeHer o'uservations of squirrels occurred on upland site 2 and the 
transition vecetation site than on upland site 3. The confidence IDnits 
of other combinations overlapped and no othor difforences \Jere declared :lS 
statistically siGnificant. Hmfever, upland site 2 and the transition 
vegetation site may Hell be different from upland site 4 and the floodplain 
'Jegetation site (Fig. 6). 
The prDnary differences noted betHeen upland site 1 ~nd all other 
sites Has the slope of the area and the dominant plant species. The slope 
':Ias 40 per cent and the vegetation consisted of maple, basswood, elm an(l 
northern red oak. The lack of Vlhite oak and hickory trees Hhich produce 
staple foods of the fox squirrel may have been a cause for the 10i-lOr num-
ber of observations of squirrels on upland site 1 than on the otner sites. 
Some trees of the white oak and hickory groups were present on all other 
sites except the floodplain site. Acorns falling from trees on the upland 
slopes near tho floodplain were knmffi to roll tmlaro the base of the slope 
and onto the floodplain. Squirrel~ that vlOre observed on the floodplain 
VIere most often ::;een foraginc; at the base of the slope. The nuts th.:1.t 
reached the floodplain by rolling may have been of sufficient numbers to 
attract squirrels to the floodplaill area. 
The dominant tree species on upland site J Here Hhite oale, burr o:J.l~ 
and sh:J.cbark hic:wry. lJo Ribes or Itubus vlere noted on upl:J.nd site J Hhile 
these c:enera Hern present on all other sites. The abundance of trees that 
42 
Table 15. The total munber of. observations of squirrels over all sites tested 
against a Poisson distribution 
Site 
1 observed 
expected 
2 observed 
expected 
3 observed 
expected 
It observed 
expected 
5 observed 
expected 
6 observod 
m:pccted 
Total 
Xis = 69.56 
p <.001 
Number of Squirrels 
o 1 
123.0 18.0 
100.5 31.lj. 
104.0 :31.0 
100.5 31.1j. 
71j..O 54 .. 0 
100.5 :31.4 
90.0 41.0 
100.5 31.4 
101.0 25.0 
100.5 31. /.j. 
116.0 21.0 
105./+ 32.9 
608.0 190.0 
Total 
2 3 periods 
2.0 0.0 lL}J 
D./} 2.6 
8.0 0.0 lit) 
8.4 2.6 
10.0 5.0 143 
S/1- 2.6 
7.0 5.0 If.}3 
8.4 2.6 
11.0 G.O 1/0 
8.4 2.6 
13.0 0.0 150 
~3.S 2.E 
51.0 16.0 865 
os 
~ 
i07 
..J 
UJ 0.6 
(,) 
z 
UJ 0.5 
o 
LJ.. 
zOA 
o 
(,) 
o 0.3 
z 
c(Q.2 
(JJ 
Z 
c( QI 
UJ 
2 
5 
43 
AREA MEANS AND 95 PERCENT 
CONFIDENCE LIMITS 
UPLAND 
U PL AND 
UPLAND 
SITE I O.l538±0.0650 
SITE 2 0.3287±0.0949 
SITE 3 0.6434±0.1328 
U PL AND SITE 4 OA-965:!:O.l 167 
FLOODPLAIN SITE 5 05105 :to.l 183 
TRANSITION SITE 6 0.3133±0.0902 
4 2 6 
Fif~urc 6. The number of observation:::; squirrels per oiJservation :..;ite per 
hour, Boone, Iowa, 1966-1967 
produced staple foods of the fox squirrel may be related to the hilr,h 
numbers of observations of squirrels on upland site 3. 
Season 2f. ~ 
T;"e munber of observations of squirrels on all sites durin~: all 
seasons uas tested a[~ain::;t the Poisson distribution to sec if the nWllbers 
of observations of squirrels agreed vTith the number expected. The X2 
test on the total number of observations of sfluirrels \·nlS sirr,nificant o.t 
the 95 per cent lovel of confidence (Table 16) D.nd. indicD.ted thD.t a 
seasonal difference occurred in the numbers of observations. 
The number of observations of squirrels per season \las tested af,ainst 
the POisson distribution to detennine the variation responsible for the 
significant X2 on the total number of observD.tions of squirrels on all 
sites durine the year. The null hypothesis Has that the observation of a 
squirrel in the season beine examined (sprine;, summer, fall or Ilinter) \las 
a random event and the alternate hypothesis Has that the observation of a 
squirrel during the season beine examined WiS not rD.ndom. Tho null 
hypothesis that the observation of a squirrel Has a random event Has not 
rejected for spring and \vinter. 
The null hypothesis was rejected and the altornate hypothesis that 
the observation of a squirrel vIas not a random event was D.ccepted for the 
fall and ::mmmer. Observation periods Hhen no m.uirrols Hero viewed or 
:Then observations of groups occurred exceeded the expected number durin£: 
the summer and fall seasons (Table 17). 
The mean number of observations of squirrels PCI' observation period 
per season Has hif;hest durinc the sprint~ and fall (Fi,~. 7), and no 
45 
Tahle: lb. The total numbor of obsorvations of 3'lulrrol:, hi aLL :;ua:';Oll!:; 
te~tod al~ainJt a Poisson di~tribution 
Season Number of Observations of Squirrels 
o 1 
Sprin~ oi.)!3erved 31.0 30.0 J.O 
expected 46.4 14.5 J.9 
Summer ou.served 4lK).0 127.0 28.0 
expected 1i-23.8 132.5 35.G 
Fall o~J.';erv(jd 87.0 21.0 11.$.0 
expoctud 92.8 28.9 '1.8 
~linter ob.scrved 50.0 12.0 2.0 
~xpected 45.0 11}.1 'J.8 
Total 603.0 190.0 51.0 
2 X6 == 1+9.761 
p< .001 
3 
2.0 
1.2 
B.O 
11.2 
6.0 
2.4 
0.0 
1.2 
16.0 
Total 
periods 
66 
603 
IJ2 
Gi} 
865 
differences in the means were detected botHeen these tuo seasons. The 
mean munber of observations of squirrels in SUTInner and \.J'intor was 
si~nificantly less (95 per cent confidrmco interval) them the mean nUlil[}el' 
of ob~;ervation:; of squirrels in sprin:: and fall. 'vlhi1e the confidence 
intervals for sumrrler and winter observations overlapped, the mean numher 
of observation:; of :;quirrels durinr: the summer \-1:.13 hi~:her th:m the mean for 
thf) i-linter. Fewer observations durin~~ tho \Olinter resulted :in Hider 
confidence limit~. 
Continc:ency tables \OTere used to test for an association bctHOf.ln the 
TJ.I)l(~ 17. Th(J nUIllr....cr of obsorvation[; of 3quirrel~ por ::.;ca:~on tcstod 
~.J.r~;}.in3t a I.Joisson distribution 
3ea::on Number of Observations of Squirrels 
o 1 2 :3 
Sprinr!: oc;3erved 31.0 30.0 3.0 
expected 33.4 22.8 7.8 2,0 5.393 
SUIIlrler observed 440.0 127.0 23.0 6.0 2.0 
expected IH7.7 lL}7.0 25.9 J,O o It* 
• 10. J16** 
Fall observed 87.0 21.0 18.0 2.0 i.t.O 
expected 70.9 4l~.1 13.7 2,B o ,-! J 19 • 2,?1}':"~ 
';linter observed 50.0 12.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 
expected 49.8 12.5 1.56 l.S6 0,13 0.196 
Total ob3ervod 608.0 190.0 51.0 9.0 '1.0 
cxpected 569.8 231.9 1}7.2 6 It ~ °l'~ 21. ~)(~~~'~':C 
*Underlining = indicated number of observations of squirrels or a higher 
number of observations of squirrels 
, 
**Significant at the 95 per cent level 
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shovm 
total nWilbcr of observations of squirrels and the ::;ite and season. 2 The X 
test Has highly significant due to an overabundance of observation::; of 
squirrels on the floodplain site in the fall, Hinter, and sprinc, and too 
few observations on the floodplain 3ite in the surnrner (Table 18). The 
expectations were much closer to the actual numbers of observations of 
squirrels Hhen the floodplain site was omitted from the contingency table 
(Table 19). A X2 test was not performed on data contained in Table 24 
because the low expected values would tend to make the results doubtful. 
The 10Her number of observations of squirrels on the l'loodplain sUe 
in the SUlilmer as compared to the other J seasons ~'laS believed to be a 
result of the floods on the area in the sprinr:. The floodplain waG under 
J feet of Hater durinG all of June and the early part of July. Squirrel:; 
were observed leavinG the floodplain area in early June. Three ::;quirrels 
Here observed runninc in the trees at the edf.~e of the floodplain area in 
late June but it Has not knovffi if the squirrel:; ,-TOre paSGini~ the area or 
were permanent residents. 
The flood v:aters subsided in mid-July and the I:round remainud e:dreme-
ly muddy until early Au!~ust. No food utilized by fox squirrels or [~round 
cover vTas apparent on the floodplain ;lfter the flood ~> in June. The 
availability of mast on the upland areaG near the floodplaj n and the lacl; 
of food on tho floodplain may have deterred the Gquirrels from returninl~ Lo 
the :1rea unt.il food W:1::; once more available in the fall. 
Contin[',ency table::; were WJod to Lu:;t for tirrle:; Vlhen ~,ero, one :1.nd 
more than om; ob:.;crvations of a squirrel were made in association Vlith 
season in order to determine if the activity that was causing the 
association between seasons and sites was a "social" or a "solitary" typo 
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Table 18. Test for o.:::;::;ociation betvroon .3ite and :::.;co.:::;on in relation Lo 
total number of observJ.tions of sqnirrels 
Site Season 
Fall Hinter Sprin[~ 
1 observed 3.CO 0.00 1.00 
expected 5.12 1.00 2.81 
2 observed 8.00 1.00 7.00 
expected 10.94 2.13 6.00 
3 observed 22.00 3.00 8.00 
expected 21.43 ii-.18 11.76 
l} observed 8.00 4.00 9.00 
expected 16.54 3.22 9.07 
5 ob::;ervod Jl}.OO 8.00 18.00 
expected 17.00 J .3] 3.33 
6 observed 7.0Q 0.00 2.00 
expected 10.94 2.13 6.00 
TotJ.l 82.00 16.00 45.00 
X~5 = 77.201 si[)1ificJ.nt at 95 I~r cent level 
Summer 
18.00 
13.06 
31.00 
27.90 
59.00 
54.62 
50.00 
42.15 
13.00 
4J.YJ.l 
J~.OO 
27.90 
209.00 
Toto.l 
squirrels 
obGer:cd 
22 
!-l-7 
92 
71 
'!J 
1~7 
J52 
50 
Table 19. Test for association bet,·wen site and season in relation to 
total number of observations of squirrels when the floodplain 
site (5) has been omitted from the data 
Site Season 
Fall Sprin3 Summer 
1 observed 3.00 0~00 1.00 18.00 
expected 3.78 0.64 2.13 15.1J-6 
2 observed 8.00 1.00 7.00 31.00 
expected 8.09 1.35 4.55 33.02 
3 observed 22.00 3.00 8.00 59.00 
expected 15.83 2.61.} 8.90 64.63 
4 observed 8.00 I}.OO 9.00 50.00 
expected 12.22 2.04 6.8'1 1~9.88 
6 observed 7.00 0.00 2.00 38.00 
expected 8.09 1.35 il-.55 33.02 
Total 1+8.00 8.00 27.00 196.00 
of activity (Tables 20, 21 and 22). Lack of fit of observations 
Total 
squirrcl~; 
observed 
22 
1}7 
92 
71 
1.j.7 
279 
of squirrels to the Poisson distribution f~ave evidence that the activity 
Has social in nature. Under a Poisson expectation the probability of 6 
observations of squirrels in one period \orhen the mean num!)er of observa-
tlons of squirrels was 0.1+069 vlaS substantially less than 1 in 10,000 
observation periods. Yet, six o:x;ervations of squirrels occurred on tHO 
occasion:::.; and the alm,o:::.;t as unlikely event of five observations of squir-
rels durinG a period occurred on four occasions. Observation~j of fivc or 
six squirre15 durin~ one period implied that some r;rc(;arious activity H3.[5 
51 
Table 20. Test for association between site and season in relation to 
zero observations of squirrels during an observation period 
Site 
1 observed 
expected 
2 observed 
expected 
3 observed 
expected 
4 observed 
expected 
5 observed 
expected 
6 observed 
expected 
Total 
12 = 24.60 
0.1 > P > 0.05 
Season 
Fall vlinter 
20.0 11.0 
17.6 10.1 
17.0 10.0 
14.9 8.6 
11.0 8.0 
10.6 6.1 
16.0 7.0 
12.9 7.4 
5.0 5.0 
14.6 8.3 
18.0 9.0 
16.6 9.5 
87.0 50.0 
Sprine; 
10.0 
6.3 
5.0 
5.3 
3.0 
J.8 
l~. 0 
4.6 
0.0 
5.1 
9.0 
5.9 
31.0 
Summer 
82.0 
89.0 
72.0 
75.3 
52.0 
5J.6 
63.0 
65.1 
91.0 
73.1 
80.0 
83.7 
41~0 .0 
Total 
periods 
123 
104 
71~ 
90 
101 
116 
608 
52 
Table 21. Test for association between site and senson in relation to 
one squirrel being viewed during an observation period 
Site Season 
Fall Winter 
1 observed 1.00 0.00 
~xpected 1.99 1.14 
2 observed 2.00 1.00 
expected J.Lt3 1.96 
3 observeci 5.00 3.00 
expected 5.97 3.41 
4 observed 4.00 4.00 
expected 4.53 2.59 
c: observed 8.00 4.00 
./ 
expected 2.76 1.58 
6 observed 1.00 0.00 
expected 2.32 1.32 
Total 21.00 12.00 
0.01 > p > 0.00] 
Spring 
1.00 
2.8l } 
5.00 
4.89 
8.00 
8.53 
6.00 
6.47 
8.00 
3.95 
2.00 
J.32 
30.00 
SWTllTler 
16.00 
12.03 
23.00 
20.'72 
38.00 
36.09 
27.00 
27. l l-O 
5.00 
16.71 
18.00 
l I }.OI} 
127.0 
ToL.::t1 
period::; 
observed 
18 
31 
1.1-1 
25 
21 
190 
53 
Table 22. Test for association betH"een site and season in relation to 
more than one obserVation of squirrels during an observation 
period 
Site Season 
Full 
1 observed 1.0 
expected 
.73 
2 observed 3.0 
expected 2.9l 
3 observed 6.0 
expected 5 ./~-5 
I.} observed 2.0 
expected lj. .0 
5 observed 9.0 
expected 6.18 
6 observed 3.0 
expected 4.73 
Total 24.0 
x.2 = 18.35 
0.05 > P > 0.02 
pooled 
Winter Sprin~ 
2.0 0.0 
0.21 
0.0 1.0 
0.85 
0.0 0.0 
1.59 
0.0 1.0 
1.17 
2.0 3.0 
1.80 
0.0 0.0 
1.38 
2.0 5.0 
Summer 
1.0 
1.06 
4.0 
4.24 
9.0 
7.98 
8.0 
5.83 
3.0 
9.02 
10 0 0 
6.89 
35.0 
Total 
periods 
2 
8 
15 
11 
17 
13 
66 
54 
occurring. 
Little info:nnation was obtained from the Contin(~ency table::; that 
could be u~cd to lletennine if tho activity which c:1ll!;ed the as:;ociaL "Lon 
betwoun sit0r; and seasons was "nocial" or "~;'olitary" in nature. Tho 
computed 12 rosult::; wore significant due to tho lar/:0. number of 
observation:; of squirrels on the floodplain !;itc durinr; the fall, winter 
and spring. The occasions when Gix observations of squirrels occurred 
in one period and on two of the four occasion:; when five squirrels were 
sighted in one period occurred on the floodplain site. The larGe nl~ber 
of multiple si~htings (2 or more) suggested that the event was social in 
nature but the large n~ber of Gingle observations in addition to the 
multiple sightings confounded the issue. It was concluded that squirrels 
concentrated on the floodplain site in the fall, winter and sprin~ and 
some relatively gregarious activity was more common on the floodplain 
site than on all other sites. 
:.;M-.o:.;,n.-th. 2£ ~ 
The number of observations of squirrels durinl~ each month was pre-
sen ted as the number of sightings per hour of observation in order to 
adjust for the varying n~ber of obGervation periodG per month. The 
hiv.hoct number of observations of squirrels per hour waG recorded in 
October (Table 23, Fil~. 8). PeriodG of high activity thou;-;h of les:; 
intun!;ity t.han in Octobor occurrecl in May, AU/~u:;t, and ~rtember. Tho 
10vlost number of observations of squirrels per hour occurred in late June 
and early July. 
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Table 23. Observations of squirrels per hour in relation to month of 
observation, Boone, Iowa, 1966~1967 
Honth Number of 
Observation 
periods 
January 22 
February 20 
!1arc~ 22 
April 22 
;':ay 22 
June 201 
July 201 
lI.ugust 201 
September 41i-
October 44 
Hovember J}4 
December 22 
Squirrels 
5 
8 
9 
13 
17 
61j. 
25 
120 
27 
35 
20 
3 
Squirrel~; 
per period 
0.227 
0.1.1-00 
0./j.09 
0.591 
0.773 
0.J18 
o .121} 
0.597 
0.614 
0.796 
o .1i-55 
0.136 
Squirrel::; 
per hour 
0.1~)4 
o.noo 
0.818 
1.182 
1.9",6 
0.636 
0.248 
1.194 
1.22(3 
1.592 
0.910 
0.2,?2 
1.6
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~ 2f. Day 
The number of observations of squirrels per observation period betHeen 
4:30 Ai'1 and 9 PH vms the greatest in the early morning (Fi~. 9). The 
number of squirrels observed declined progressively until mid-day when 
the dmmward trend was reversed sliGhtly. Another period of high 
activity thoUGh of less intensity than tho morninr.; period occurred 
durin~ tho late afternoon. It was not pOGsiLJle to teGt this trend 
statidically ueing these data because the trend was sugr,ested by the 
data. A statistical test ,-muld have to be performed on indepenuent data. 
The hi~hest munber of observations of :3quirrel[j occurred between 
6:45 AH and 7:30 A1'1 during the sprinG. sumlfler and Hinter seasons. The 
highest number of observations of squirrels in the fall occurred between 
11:15 N1 and 12 noon (FiG. 10). 
Squirrels Hore observed feedinl: in the rain on ll~ occasion~:;. The 
rain beGan after squirrels had been observed on all but one of these 
occa:.:;ions. 
Reproduction 
Oestrus Females ~ Reproductively Active Hales 
The first indication of the reproductive season in the foy. squirrel 
is the onset of oestrus in females and the descendinf~ of the testes from 
the ar..domen to the scrotum in males (1l11en 19IU). The earlic:.:;!:. evidellce 
of o0strus observ"od in fomale fox squirrels vias noted in October. The 
hi~hest pcrcentar:e of females ShOHin!: signs of oestl'u3 occurred in 
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I 2 3 4 ~ 6 7 e 9 10 II 12 13 14 I~ 16 17 18 1920 21 22 
45 MINUTE TIME PERIODS 8:16-9:00 
Figure 9. :(e:::.n nwnc)er of observations of sfluirre1s per hour. Im-l3.. 1966-
1967 
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Figure 10. Comparison of daily patterns of activity of fox s~uirrels 
durin£; the sprine, m.unmer, fall and vlinter seasons, Iowa 
1966-1967 
December. No females showing si~ns of oestrus \.,ere found in April ,::md 
Hay or in Au~ust and September (Table 24). 
The ascended or descended posi~ion of the testes was used to de-
~ignate a male as being in either nonreproductive or reproductive 
conrlition. Of 58 adult males examined, 43 had teste:; descondedand 15 
had t03tcc in tho abdomen. The hiGhost percentage of malc);, with t(wtes 
'lcG,!rmded 'J(;l:~ e:z:rtminod in December (Fi!~. :u). 
Thirty-five teste:; from individual squirrels Here oX:J.minmi for Lhe 
pre~;ence of Dperm. or the 35 teste::;, 16 wore found in an <l.::;cended 
position and 19 in a descended po::;ition. Twenty-five per cent of the 
ascended and 84 per cent of the descended testes cont:J.ined sperm (T:J.hle 
25) • 
Twenty-four matinG chases were observed by the author durinr; the 
course of this project. Mating chases were observed in all months of tho 
year except Hay (Table 26). The ereatcct number of chases was observed 
in t!ovembor (Fil~. 12). The number of squirrels involved in the mD. tin!: 
chace::; ranr:ed from 3 to 6 and aver:l.!';ed Il-. Squirrel::; wero col:Lected on 
t~lO occa::;ions when matinG chases \oTero observed outr; ide of tho portion:> or 
Are;). I that vlere used for making time-area count::;. The seeom.l :;qulrrel 
in a chase oncervc..:u on NoveI:1ber 26 and the fourth :J.nimal in a cha::;o 
obscrvl.!d on Janu:.u·y e were chot. Both :';flulrreJ.~~ wore :J.dulL males. 
Copulation 
Copula -Lion H:J.::; ob~nrveu to occur on four ot.:ca:;lon:; fo! Im-Jin!: a cha!:;l! 
and on thro~ othor occasions vlhen a chase was not involvetl ('fablo 2'(). 
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Table 2~. The number and percentages of female fox squirrel~ in a ~tate of 
oestrus by month, Iowa, 1966-67 
Honth 
January 
February 
Harch 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Total 
Number 
handled 
J 
5 
10 
7 
~ 
10 
10 
15 
11 
13 
14 
11 
113 
Number 
oestrus 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
2 
J 
6 
16 
Percent 
oo~tru~ 
JJ.J 
0.0 
20.0 
0.0 
0.0 
10.0 
10.0 
0.0 
0.0 
15.11-
21./j. 
54.5 
14.2 
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Table 26. Dates of observations of mating chases and number of squirre13 
in each chase in Iowa, 1966-67 
Date Squirrels in chaso 
JanuaF.f 8 6 
January 14 5 
January 28 J 
February 4 5 
I'larch 11 4 
April 9 4tp~ 
June 12 J** 
June 18 6 
July 3 l}t~* 
August 23 3 
August 30 J 
September 8 5 
October 16 4 
October 22 5** 
November 6 L~ 
Hovember 10 4 
November 12 6 
November 16 J 
November 16 5 
November 26 3 
November 30 6 
December 2 5 
December 3 5 
December J 4 
Mean 4.4 
**Copu1ation observed 
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Table 27. Dates of observation of copulations of fox squirrels on the 
Research Areas near Boone, Iowa 1966-67 
Date 
April 9 
April 16 
June 12 
July J 
Octooer 22 
November 12 
Novembor 30 
*y - Yes 
**N - No 
Nwnbe r of sq uirre Is 
on tree 
2 
2 
J 
2 
2 
J 
2 
Chase 
involved 
y)~ 
N** 
y 
Y 
Y 
11 
N 
All copulations occurred in mid-morning on low branches close to tho trunk 
of the tree. One other squirrel was present on the tree during two of the 
observed copulations, and bebleen mountines the male involved in the matinr:: 
chased the intruding squirrel. The sex of the intrudin(~ squirrels W1S not 
determined. 
Pregnant ~ Lactatin[, Females 
Of 67 adult females exarnined durin~ the current project and 31 examined 
by Conservation Commission personnel from 1962 throu:~h 196/-J., 5 VIere preL':nant 
and 28 vlere lacb.ting. Lactatinc; females vlere handled in all months froDl 
11arch through October and the highest percentar,e in 1966 and 1967 was 
67 
handled in Hay (Fii3. 13). THO pregnant females uere handled in Narch and 
one in each of the months of June, Ju~ and August. Each of the preGnant 
females examined had three embryQs showinG normal developnent. One female 
had four embryos that Horo in the process of beinG rC:lbGorbed in addition 
to the three thnt Here dcvelopinr: normally. 
Parturition 
The aEeG of 35 juvenile squirrelG Hore e8tinlJ.ted on tho b:l!jis of 
'tieii;ht usinG the tochniques described by Allen (1943) and Uhlir, (1955) and 
back-dated to time of birth. In order to determine Vlhen the hiGhest number 
of births occurred two methods of dividinG the calendar year Vlere employed. 
The year was divided into lunar months that start on the 16th day of a 
month and end on the 15th day of the folloHine: month. The information Has 
also plotted by dividing the calendar months into periods from the 1st to 
the 15th and from the 16th to the end of the month. Birth .ras estimated 
from Height to occur as early as January in 10\-[.1.. Approximatoly_5J_pcr cent 
of all juveniles ,rere estimated to be born betHeen February 16 and April 15. 
The highest number of juvenile squirrels was estimated to be born in Narch 
.Tith a gradual decrease in all subsequent months. More squirrels Hero 
eGtimated to be born between the sixteenth of Harch and the fifteenth of 
April than durine; any other similar period. The hir,hest numbers of 
squirrels .lCre estimated to be born durinG the first and second halves of 
March in months that Here divided into periods encompassinf~ the first 
through the fifteenth and the sixteenth to the end of the month (Fir.;. 14). 
Young fox squirrels Here observed foraginr: for food in early }1<.lrch, 
car~ April, and late July 1966, and in late Harch 1967. Young squirreh 
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"ere also noted cn trees in early and late }larch 1966 and 1967 respectively. 
Squirrels that Here still on trees "lOre estimated at 7 or 8 vlecks of ar;e 
and those squirrels that were beGinninf~ to forar:e for food were c!;timatod 
at J months of a~~e. :3quirrels that \-Jere still on the troo:.; and those that 
"lOre bcginninr: to fora,~e .. ;ere estimated to be LJorn in late December and 
early January and conceived in mid-October and mid-November. 
~lumber 2£ YounG Produced 
The number of scars on the uteri of lactatinG and non-lactatint: 
squirrels '\Vas compared to determine if fadinv, of the scars I-lith time 
lowered the average number of scars observed on the uteri of the non-
lactating individuals. Lactating and non-lactatine; individuals v,ere 
examined throughout the year to minimize the possible bias caused by 
reported differences in the avera[;e Gize of sprinc: and fall litters. The 
difference in the mean number of scars on the uteri of lactatinG and non-
lactating individuals was not significant at the 95 per cent level 
(t = 0.9082). The number of placental GcarG on the uteri of the 47 adults 
handled averaged 3.4. 
Uteri with fresh scars were further divided into (~roups that were 
desienated as bearers of Gpring and bearers of fall litters. Individuals 
that Here lactatine; durine the months of January through April vTere 
catee;orized as havinG borne sprine litters and those that were handled 
from June throuc;h October as havinf~ borne fall litter!,. Data from the 
months of Hay, November, and December tiere discarded to decrea:c;e the chance 
of includinG late :;prinr, Hith early fall litterG because of an overlap in 
tho lactation periods of the females. The numher of p1acental scars 
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averae;od 3.76 on the uteri of the females that had borne ~;princ litter:, 
and J .17 on the uteri of squirrels that had borne fall littor~). The 
difference in tho mean number of scars on the ut~ri of squlrrel~; that hCJ.d 
borne sprinc; litters and those that had borne fall litters was not 
sienificant at the 95 per cent level (t = 1.34J6). Four of the indiviuu:lls 
that Here included in the fall litter Croup Here shown by x-ray to be 
younc;-of-the-year (under 12 months old). Tho moan number of scars on tho 
uteri of squirrels that had borne fall litters was lowered by the younG-of-
the-year which avaraged on~ 2.5 scars per uteri. 
Placental scar, embryo and nestlinr: squirrel counts obtained durinc; 
this study ,,,ore compared to those obtained in other ~;tates (Table 28). The 
size of the avera[~c litter of fox squirrels appeared l:lr(;ost in Iot-ra clo~~ely 
follOvIed by Ohio and Hichigan. 
Sprinr~ £m!. ~ Litters 
The amount of calcification of the epiphy~oal cCJ.rtilai!:o of the r~iuJ 
and ulna as determined by x-ray via:::; used to separate juvenilos, ::;ubauult~; 
and adults. The approxim.ate 3.[';e of a squirrel ac; determined hy x-ray of 
62 forefeet collected by the Cons~rvation Connnission persormcl and hI 
collected by the author Has subtracted from date of collection to obtain 
the apprOximate date of birth. 
Squirrels shot during the first Heek of the huntinf~ season, x-rayed 
and classed as juveniles (under 18 Heeks of aGe) l-TCre born .1.fter Hay 1. 
Squirrels classed as subadults were over 18 Heeks but llndAr 12 months of 
and wera estimated to be born after mid-September and prior to Hay 1. Re-
production vIaS not knovm to occur in September or October so thero was 
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Tabla 20. Comparison of' avera~e litter siz~ 0(' rox ~quirrels in Dcvora1 
state:.:; 
state Year l1ethod* Sample Litter Sourco of data 
size averar;e 
Iowa 1966-67 LSE 53 3.35 Present study 
Kansas 1953-9+ LSE 43 2.83 Packard 1956 
Tc:;r.as 1966 SE 109 2.54 Goodrum 1967 
Hichigan 1937-42 LSE 170 3.02 Allen 1943 
Ohio 1937-39 LSE --- 3.19 Baumgartner 19L~0 
Illinois 1941-42 LSE 85 2.51 Drmm and Yeager 1911-5 
Hissouri 1965-66 E 58 2.60 Christison 1965-66 
Louisiana 1952-53 LSE 2.63 Kidd 1952-53 
*Method used in obtaining data: 
L - litter counts 
S - scar counts 
E - embryo and fetus counts 
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little chance of includinG squirrels of the fall litter of the previous 
year 1rlith the squirrels of the sprinG litter in question. Squirrel:; that 
1rTCre considered members of the fall litter were born after Hay 1 ami the 
squirrels that wore considered members of the sprinf~ litter were born 
prior to May 1. All squirrels 18 weeks to 12 months of a{~o shot durinf3 
the first or second week of the huntinG season Here members of the sprinG 
litter. 
Of 103 individuals exam:iJ1ed, 62 1rJCre members of a sprinf~ litter and 
41 were members of a fall litter. Thirty-ono individuals classed as members 
of fall litters \Jore shot durinG the first 2 weeks of the huntinG season. 
Juveniles comprised 12.3 per cent of tho sample of squirrels collectod 
durine: tho first 2 weeks of the huntinr: season and 25.8 per cent of tho 
total squirrels examined durinf3 tho entire season. SubadulLs compri~;ed 
24.6 per cent of the total squirrels sampled durinf~ the fiest 2 weeks of 
the huntinc; season and 29.4 per cent of the total squirrels handled durin,-~ 
the entire season. Squirrels classed as mel:1bers of a fall litter Here not 
as numerous in the early part of the huntinG season as Here those of the 
sprinG litter. 
Squirrels that were classed as subadults durinr: the later portions of 
the huntinr. ceason may be members of the fall litLer that \Ver(~ 18 weeks of 
age or older. Tho importance of ::Jquirrols of the f:tll litter to the 
huntin~~ bag VTould increase later in tho season if all members of a fall 
litter 18 woeks of aee or older Hore classified correctly. 
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SummaEY 2£ Reproductive Information 
A Stl1lU11ary of the information concerned \fith the reproductive 
chronology of the fox squirrel in ravIa shOvled th::l.t the croatost amount of 
reproductive activity occurred between November and April (Fif~. 15). 
Figure 15. A summary of reproductive information Gathered in Iowa, 1966-
1968. Sample size is given in each column and percentace 
appears in parentheses 
1. MatinG chases 
2. Copulations 
3. Date of conception by weight estimate 
4. Pregnant females 
5. Date of birth by weight estimate 
6. Percentaf,e of females lactatinG 
7. Percenta~e of females in a state of oestrus 
8. Pcrcenta[:c of males with testes clescended 
D = Number 
Il!ii!ili/:w:ul = Per cent 
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DlSCW:iSION 
Information on activity, reproduction and mast production was 00-
lieved to ~e important in determining the pattern of fox s~uirrel 
~jroduation. The activity of the squirrels appeared t.o be related to 
. \ 
mast abundance and distribution and to squirrel reproduction. 
Allen (1943) stated that squirrels began to forage for food at 12 
·...reeks of af~e and that family units eXisted at least until adult females 
had a new litter. Members of litters born in l1arch began to forar;e as a 
family unit in June. Family unit:.; of squirrel" may be rolated to tho 
non-randomness of observations of squirrels in the fall and summer. 
Bakken (1952) reported that squirrels were ob~erved fecdin~ in 
groups during the fall, and little aegresnion was noted between individu:l.ls 
where food was plentiful. The non-randomness of ohservation:.; of squirrels 
in the fall season may be due in part to the abundance of food in a 
particular area and squirrels feedin~ in groups in these areas. The groups 
of squirrels feeding together in the fall may be composed of non-related 
individuals or may have been a family unit that had not yet disbanded. 
/' Brown and Yeager (1945) reported that local movements of both gray and 
fox squirrels appeared to ~ cau[;ed mainly by food conditions. Robinson 
and Cowan (19.54) stated that bec:.1u:.;e of a scarCity or food on Vancouver 
Island, British Columbia, the averaf~() home r.'lnr;U of male Gray nquirrcls 
was 50 to 55 acro::;. while Baumeartner (1943) found that durinf~ years of 
;],ver:·lf~e mast production in Ohio the home range of I~r.'ly squirrcV; wan 200 
yard:; or In~:;. Flyger (1955) reported that the daHy movemont. of squirrel:. 
VIas Greater II/hen food was scarce and the greator tho distance a squirrel 
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moved the better vIas the opportunity of the squirrel beine observed. 
Scarcity of food durine the winter and sprine of 1966 and 1967 may be 
related to the ran:iomness of observations of squirrels durinr, the seasons. 
Squirrels ~lere observed moving distances exceedinL~ ~-mile during this 
project. 
Bakken (1959) reported that female tree squirrels were territorial 
durine the matine; season and did not allow other squirrels near the area 
where they had nestlini~ youne. I3akken also stated that male fox squirrols 
a~oided areas where pre~nant or lactating females were known to be present. 
The randomness of observations ot squirrels durin~ tho winter and sprin~ 
may be related to the avoidance by males of areas where pregnant or 
lactating females occurred and to the territorial dofonson of the female. 
A number of reasons may be presented as possible explanations of the 
higher mean numbEJrs of observations of squirrels in the sprin~ and fall 
seasons than in the summer and winter. AgGregations of squirrels feedin!~ 
(Bakken 1952), family units (FlYGer 1955; Allen 194;), squirrel migrat.ions 
(Schorger 19l1-7) and annual squirrel population dispersal~ ('-laumr;artnor 
1943; Allen 194 J) were reported to occur cor.unonly in the fall and may be 
related to the relatively higher mean number of observations of squirrels 
durinl~ thi:> season. Temperate \leather durinr: the sprinl~ and fall may havu 
bean conducive to squirrels movinr~ Greater distances from nests and don!.i 
and remaininr~ out for lon(~er period:> of time. This f~reat(~r movement nl.:ly 
have resulted in a betterr opportunity for these squirrel:> to be observed. 
Allen (1954) reported that squirrel activity decreased during Harm 
~Jflath!)r, anrj ::;quirrels used branc,hes as loafinl~ sites during the surnrnnr. 
i 
The reduction in the movements of squirrels during the summer reduced 
the opportunity of the squirrelG being observed. 
Allen (1943) reported that squirrels did not hibernate in the winter 
but vIere known to remain in nests and dens durinr: cold weather. Squirrels 
that remained in nests or dens were not observed. and this may have 
resulted in a lower number of observations of !;quirrels durin/: the wintnr. 
All previously reported data concerned with the reproductive 
chronolor;y of the fox squirrel had indicated that two major periods of 
reproductive activity occurred annually. Informatiun !~athereJ durin(~ thi.s 
project indicated that only one major period of reproductive activity per 
year occurred in Iowa during 1966 and 1967. The number of oestrus females 
reproductively active males. matinf, chases. pref~nancie!J. births and 
lactating females in most instances occurred in a sequential pattern in 
Iowa durinG the current study with the hiGhest occurrence of one type of 
breeding activity coincidin~ with, or precedint':, the hir,hest occurrence of 
another type of oreeding activity. The single cycle in thJ reproductive 
chrono10f~ in Iowa was complicated by certain nspc-!cls of the breedinr, 
cycle which provided minimal indications that two breedinl~ :.;casons occurrod. 
but in most instances these indications could bo explained. 
The f~reatest. percentagos of lactating females wern found durin:; Hay 
and ft.ur;ust in data col18cted from 1962 throul:h 1967 but only the period in 
May coincided with a period of high numbers of births. The second period of 
lactation occurred at the.: tiJne when fall litter:.; were usually reported to be 
born in surrounding stat.eG, but no hi~h number:.; of births wore noted in Iowa 
in 1966 and 1967. An examination of the information related 1..0 lactatin'~ 
females revealed that when only data collected durin~ 1966 anu 1967 was 
plotted, no socond period with a larGO percenta:~e of lactatinl~ female:.; 
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occurred. Data collected by Conservation Commission personnel from 
1962-64 indicated that two distinct periods with a larf~e porcentar,o of 
lactating femalos occurred durini~ those year[; in Iowa, and tho two pcriou:; 
of lactation may be related to tHO periods Hhen tho hil:hest pcrccntal':cs of 
young Here born. No information concerned with birth dates of individuals 
vlaS available for 1962 to 1964 and, therefore, periods of lactation could 
not be related to periods of birth during these years. 
Periods Hhen females were in oestrus separated by periods of anoestrus 
also provided minll~al indications that two periods of reproductive activity 
may have occurred durinG this project. Brown and Yeager (1945) asswned that 
the period with the highest number of squirrels in a state of oestrus coin-
cided with the period of the highest number of m.:.ttinr:s and stated that 
oestrus periods were most important in determininl; the periods of hil:hest 
reproduction. Brown and Yeager further reported that the ti-lO period[; of 
breed:ing in Illinois \.[ere separated by months Hhen no oestrus females were 
examined. '1'1.-10 major periods of anoe3trus appeared to occur in 1m-fa and 
correspond~d approximately with reported periods of anoestrus in Illinois. 
HO\{ever, the percentage of squirrels examined in Iovw. betucen the 2 periods 
of anoestrus that shoHed siGns of oestrus was small, and it was not knmm 
if the periods of anoo3trus actually occurred in tho population or \{cre 
merely a result of limited data. Observations of mating chases and cop-
ulations and estimates of squirrels beinr; conceived durint~ these apparent 
f)criods of anoestrus indicated that females in oestrus \{ere present durin,: 
these months but did not occur in the sample examined. 
11ale.:::; considered to be in breeding condition Here not noted in the 
sample of squirrels handled durinr; Juno and July. The apraront lack of 
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reproductively active males dUI'in~ this period might havo been interpreted 
as a separntion between mating s~a:::;ons if it were not for tho mating 
cha::;eG, and copulation:::; observed and the conceptions estimated to have 
occurred ~uring the 2 months. The apparent discontinuity in the 
reproductive condition of the male portion of the squirrel population 
may have resulted from the size of the available sample. 
All other evidence suggested one major period of breeding in Iovra 
with continuous breeding activity at a much reduced level after this period. 
Females in a state of oestrus, reproductively active male:::;, mating chases, 
copulations, preGnancies, births and lactation periods all occurred in an 
approximately sequential manner, and indications were that the onset of 
reproduction during 1966 and 1967 occurred in October and November, reached 
its height in January, February and Barch and decreased thereafter. 
Allen (1943) stated that female fox squirrels moved shorter distances 
from the nest or den just prior to and folhn>ling giving birth to young, and 
thus, were less likely to be trapped during this period. Data from trapping 
in 1966 and 1967 indicated that females were less often trapped than males 
in March. Data from trapping indicated that only one period occurred when 
females were less often captured than males and may infer that one period 
of birth and one reproductive cycle occurred durinr: those year:J. 
Shorten (1954) stat.ed that there 'Nas not any d'..li'initc soason durinf; 
the year in which all male squirrel:::; ,lOre active, or inactive, :.>oxual1y. 
Allen (194)) stated that some squirrels were born in every month from 
February through September in Michigan. Drown and Yeager (1945) reported 
that births of squirrels occurred in January in Illinois. Some reproductive 
activity occurred durine allnost every month of the year in Iowa, and births 
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\Jore e;;timiJ.v~d to havo occurred in every month from Ducemool' throu!:h 
Fox squirre 13 in Hichir~an and Illinois normally do not Ln'oed much 
before they are 10 to 12 months of ac;e (Allen 191.1-J; BrOltm and YeaGer 19LI-5). 
This situation does not always appear to occur in 10\-13.. Squirrels born 
in December, January and February HOre known to havo oorne and Heaned 
litters by September. Ho evidence of parturition Has noted in September, 
OctoOer, November or December clurin[,; the project, and, therefore, it Ha~; 
estimated that squirrel:::; born in December, January anJ Februar.f had bred 
at approximately 8 months of age. 
The first opportW1ity for younG squirrels of sprinr, and fall litters 
to breed followinG maturation was in the Hinter breeding season follo'wins 
their birth. Youne; from both sprin[ and fall litters may have bred 
initially durinc: the Vlinter breeding season and this vTOuld help explain 
the presence of squirrels 8 months of age in the hrp.crljnr: population. 
Data from this project indicated that the reproductive cycle of the 
fox squirrel bep;an earlier in Iowa than in surroundinr: state:,. Hatin~~ 
chases, females in a state of oestrus and copulations Here known to occur 
earlier in Im.fa than had been previously reported. Allen (1943) reported 
the earliest birth in }1ichi~an occurred in February. 13rovm and Yeai~er 
(1945) reported that parturition bc~an in January in Illinois. Births 
Here knou-In to occur in December and January in Iowa durin~~ 1966 and 1967. 
Data also indicated. that the mean size of the litter::> in Iowa \·;as 
larr:er than reported for other states. The higher number of youne PCI' 
female found durinl~ this project may actually be indicative of hil~hel' 
average production in Iowa than elsm.fhere or may be related to another 
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phenomenon occurring in the population. 
Errin~ton (1942) roported that breedinr; extended later into the 
Geason in a muskrat population that had suffered. a hirr,h loss of younl:, and 
these muskrats produced higher numbers of youn~ than those on another 
portion of the area that had not suffered severe mortality. Brrinl,;ton 
termed thiG rcspon::;e compensatory breeding. Allen (1943) reported that 
the phenomenon of compensatory breeding occurred in fo~ squirrels on the 
SHan Creek [{esearch Area in HichiGan. Allen found that, in 1941, although 
no females bore a sprinc litter of younE. all bore young in the summer. 
and numbers in the population approached normal in the fall. Allen 
further reported that with no spring yearlinEs in the breedinG population 
in 1942 a small production of litters was expected, but he found that 
every female examined, even the summer yearlinr;s 6-8 months old, was 
prer;nant. 
Squirrels are reported to produce higher numbers of youni.~ per litt(;r 
under the phenomenon of compensatory broedinG or to breed at a younr~er ai~e 
than would normally be expected. Evidence of hif:hor numbers of younr; per 
female and breedinG of subadults at (3 months of aGe occurred in data 
gathered in Iowa during 1966 and 1967 and may be related to compensato~J 
breeding on Areas I and II. 
Compensatory breeding may have occurred on the area studied during 
thi::; project and may h:).ve altered or shifted the chronolo[~y of reproduc-
tion in the squirrel populations examined. Early in the project, 
squirrels t-Tcre found dc:).d from coccidia infections. gidJlcton (1930,1931) 
reported that COccidiosis vIas knovm to cause a widespread decrease in 
the munber=:; of red squirrels in Groat Britain. Hiddleton (1932) 
descrit~d coccidiosis as the virulent epidemic disease which caused a 
reduction in the numbers of gray squirrels in Great Dritain in 1923, 1924 
and 1930. Bertram (1952) reported that gray squirrels were found dead on 
his research area in Kentucky, and death was attributed to coccldio"ic. 
Shorten (1991-) stated that coccidiosis was a disease known to be cOllunon 
amonf~ rodent~. This disease may have been extremely detrimental to 
squirrel r~pulations examined in 1966 and 1967. 
Sick or dying animals usually become secretive in their habits. 
Dead animals found on the ground may indicate that the population is 
suffering severe losses. Conservation Commission por:;onnel reported, 
immediately prior to the initiation of this study, that hiC;h numbers of 
::;quirrcls could be ob::;erved on Area I. Time-area count::; performed in June 
and July 1966 indicated a decrease in the mean number of observations of 
squirrels in Area I and may, in part, be a result of the cquirrels dying. ' 
The mean number of observations of squirrels increar;ed in the fall as 
young squirrels became more prominant in the population. 
Brown and Yeager (1945) and UhliG (1955) reported that sprlnr, litters 
of squirrels were lare;er than fall litters. Counts of scars on uteri 
separated on the basis of whether they \-J'erc from squirrel~ that had borne 
cprinp; or fall litter::; Ghowed no significant difference (95 per cent. 
level) in the numLler of Gcars. ThiG mo.y indicate that no difference 
exi~)tod bot'lOon the litters or that females produced rewer numbers of 
'youni~ in t.he spri!1g and higher numbcrG in tho fall than wa~) usual, and 
af~ain may be related to severe loss and compenGation. 
The proulem of interpretinr, the reproductiv~ chro!101ogy of fox 
:.;quirrels ba:;ed on data from 1966 and 1967 wa::; further confounded by thc 
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mast crop shortaces during these years. The low mast production may not 
be important if disease did sub::tantially reduce the number of squirrels 
in the population in 1966. The number of nuts may have been adequate to 
support a small to moderate size population. Ha~3t yield::; may have h<lu an 
important influence if the problem of disease W<lS not as !;rcat as suspected 
and most squirruls survived. An inadequate supply of mast has been reported 
to be a cause of fewer numbers of litters per female. fewer number of young 
per litter and delayed breeding. 
Analycis of the data on I'"eproduction becamQ more conl'usin~ by the 
pro:;ence of disea::;e and mast shortage. The information obtained durinr; 
1966 and 1967 was too limited to delineate the avera[~e reproductive cycle 
and chronolof~ of reproduction of the fox squirrel in Iowa. It did ro-
emphasize the value of coupling intensive and extensive studies to 
understand the biolor;y of game species. 
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SUMMARY 
This study .N).::; W1dertaken to increase the information availablc con-
ccrnin[', the contribution of sprinr, and fall litterc to the fall population, 
c~ronolo~ of production in relation to environmental conditions and 
3tructure of the fall population in terms of 3eX. and age. Specimens Viere 
trapped and examined for ::;i~ns of oestrus, lactation anu pret~nancy or 
a::;cended or descended testes where appropriate, and an examination wac 
conducted of carca:..;~e::; obtained by colloctin[~ !Jpecimen[; and chockinE 
hunte:r ba~:-.;. I30havior associated with reproduction wa~ noted durinl: L:iJne-
area counts. 
The onset of reproduction occurred in Oct.ober when females in a !;tatc 
of oestrus were fir::;t handled. The hil~h()st munbcr of {flatinc: chacos Hac 
observed in Uovembur While the highest number of malc[; and fClnales in 
breed~I'l['; oondition uac handled in December. Parturition wac estimated to 
have hegun in late December and early January, and the hi:~hoct pcrconta~c 
of births was estimated to have occurred in Harch. Previously, it had been 
reported that female squirrels were less often trapped than males durin~ the 
period of parturition, and data from trapping in 1966 and 1967 indicated 
that females were less often trapped in March thAn males. The hiehest. 
pcrconta~e of lact.:t.tin:~ female!) occurred in the: :;;unp1e: oiJl,;lmud in r-Iay. 
Aeos of juvenile squirrels were e:jtlmated on the 1):1:;1:: of \;ei::ht, and baclc-
dated to woek of birth. YOl.lIl!~ \.;ere born in all month~, from January Ulroll. ~h 
J\ur~u:;t and th(~ h:i ,~hG!1t number was born in t·larch. It had heen reported in 
the litcraLur'.; that th8 hiGhest numlJCr of matin(~~; Here beliuvnd to occur 
"Then th'~ hj.,;hr.:::;t purcontar:c of feJr1alo~ ltJere in ocstru:.; and Lllo hiCho:.;t rnulI-
")er of births t-Tere to occur 45 days after the highest nurr.ucr of m.:ltinGs. 
'ine hi:;he st percentage of female s in oe strus Has handled in December in 
1966 and 1967 and the hi~hest number of young \ierC born approximately 
J~5 days later in i'larch. Embryo, litter and pl::tccnt::tl scar countr; indicated 
that the avora~(; number of' young in lit.ter:. of fox :;Cjuir)'(~l:~ jl1 IO\~:l Ha:; 
higher in 19G6 D.nd 1967 than had been reported 1.'01' pr(~viou:j ye~r~> in 
::;urroundin~ :..;tatcc. No :;i{~nificant difference w::tc found bob-wen the 
nwnlJer of younf~ born per female durinr; the period of spr:'Ulg parturition 
and the period of fall parturition. 
Forefeet collected from i,404 squirrels during the 1966 and 1967 
huntim~ seasons \-lOre x-rayed to estimate the a!~c::: of the r;'luirrols. Tho 
nwnber of young per adult decrea:jed durin{~ the 1967 :;cason as compared 
to the 1966 ::;eason and r~ave indications that the squirrel population 
declined from tho 1966 to the 1967 huntinr, seaGon. Coccidia spore::: were 
abundant in seven squirrels found dead bet,'lOen June J and July I~. It was 
believed that coccidiosis reduced the squirrel popu.lation:; on Areas I and 
II in 1966 and 196'1. Coccidiosi:.:; W13 also beli(;vecJ to havv eauced 
compensatory breeding in the squirrel populations on Arva::; I ::tnd II. 
It wad believed that the higher numljvr of younl~ fI!r 1 i tt,or, the earliur 
onset of breeding and the breeding of subadults at 8 months of age 
vIas a result of compensatory breeding. The information obtained during 
1966 and 1967 was too limited to delineate the averaee cycle and 
chronology of reproduction of the fox squirrel in Iowa. 
Activity of fox squirrels was studied in 1966 and 1967 by using tiroe-
area counts. The number of counts per month ranged from 22 to 176. 
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Observation::: of ~;quirrel" occurred in ~ random mannor on all areas of the 
upland vur:ctation type. Non-randomness occllrrud 011 tho floodplain and 
transition site:;. no~;ults of a i tost ,·mre :;i:~nificant and indicated 
that the to Lal number of observations of squirrels on all sites woo:; not 
random because of the occurrence of fox squirrels in f:roups on the flood-
plain and transition ::;ites. It \-Ja::, concluded that squirrels \fCre con-
centrated on tho floodplain site in tho fall, Hinter and spring. 
i'lore observations of squirrels occurred on upland sito J than on 
any other site and the abundance of trees on this :.;ite which produced 
staple foods of the fay. squirrel may have been tho influonc5..nr; factor. 
Observations of squirrels were random events in the sprinr; and {,inter 
but not in the summer and fall. The emerCenco of younc from littors 
durinc these periods Vias believed to have caused the non-randomnes3 
of observations of squirrels. Data from 1966 and 1967 indicated that 
reproductive activity may have influenced the daily, monthly and seasonal 
activity patterns of the squirrel population by influencin[: the activity 
patterns of individuals in the population. 
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':'abl'; 29. Common and "cientific namc~~ of 501l1e important plants on Arc::l.'; I 
an'J II, Boon(), 1m'!a. 1966-1967 
Common narrt(~ Scientific naIDC 
':[hUe oak Quercus ~ L. 
burr oak Quercus macrocarpa [·lichx. 
Northern red oak Quercus ~ L •• val'. borealis (iUc:hi:.) 
Pear Pyrus communis L. 
Crab apple: Pyrus ioensis (\'!ood) bailcy 
Haw-thorn Cratae~us spp. Beadle 
Honey locllst Gleciitsia triacanthos L. 
Silvcr mapb AceI' sacci1arinum Templ(; 
Box elder ~ ne~undo L. 
American elm ~ americana L. 
Slippery elm ~ rubra Huhl 
.21ack ;rillow Salix nilTa i'Iarsh • 
Easte rn cot to m-JO od Populus deltoidec Bartr. 
American bassl-TOod Tilia americana L. 
Linden ~ r:lalJr.:l L. 
Cornus spp. L. 
Kentucky coffee-LJ'cc Ciyrnnoclarl u~; u loica (r,.) j(. j :och 
Plum Prunus spp. !~hrh. 
Appl(~ ~ iocn~jjc; .Jood 
Green :J.sh Fraxinus pcnw;ylv:mica var. lanccol:1ta (!lorkh.) J.:11'[:. 
i;lack ":lalnut Juvl.:1ns ni';1'.:1 L. 
98 
Table 29. (Continued) 
Common name Scientific name 
Butternut Jur:lans cinerea L. 
IrOnl-lOod 
Bitternut hjckory 
Sha:;bark hickory 
PiGnut hickory 
Downy serviceberry 
:}rape 
Gooscherry 
Raspb'3rry 
Hulberry 
Hackberry 
Virf~inia creeper 
Prickley ash 
Buckhrush 
Button-bush 
,lamp 
Sodf~e 
Thi::;tle 
Glue i;rass 
Ostga virr;iniana (Hill.) Ie l\och 
Caga cordiformi:::: ('>lan:~.) 1\. :\och 
Carya ~ (Hill.) K. Koch 
~ glaora (Hill.) Spach. 
Amelanchicr arborea (Michx.) Fern. 
~ spp. (Tourn.) L. 
~ cynosbati (L.) Hill. 
~ spp. (Tourn.) L. 
Horus spp. (Tourn.) L. 
XanthoxylUT.1 amcricamllil Hill. 
Symphoricarros spp. (Dill.) Lucl\.J. 
Cephalanthus occidentalis L. 
Ambrosia spp. (Tourn.) L. 
i\sclepia::; :~yriac;l I. 
Cannabis :;ativa L. 
Urtica dloica L. 
f2.£. praten:;l~; L. 
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Tab18 ~9. (Continued) 
Common name Scientific name 
Crac ~rasc DiGitaria sanguinalis (L.) Dulac. 
~!ay-applc Podophyllum peltatwn L. 
?rairie ro so 
Lead plant 
Poison ivy 
Prickly pear 
Jloorlroct 
Cientian 
Dutc~_Wln IS breechc3 
Sprin~: ~jeauty 
DOG-tooth violet 
Adder-tongue 
Asters 
Sna:-ce-root 
:-"astern columbine 
lellO'.1 violet 
Phlox. 
!.ione;;c t 
Sunflo';!c;r 
. iorsut:lil 
~ seti,;er.:1 Lindl. 
Amorpha canesccns Hutt. 
~ toxicodendron L. 
Opuntia spp. aa\-J. 
Sancuinaria canadensis L. 
Gentiana 3pp. L. 
Dicentra cucullaria (L.) Bern. 
Claytonia spp. L. 
:zrythronium americanum reer. 
Erythronium .:l.lbidun ~!ut t. 
~ spp. L. 
Sanicula cpp. (Tourn.) L. 
Aguilel;ia canadensis L. 
Y..i212:. spp. (Tourn.) L. 
~ spp. L. 
Eupatoriwn perfoliatwm L. 
il.udbeckia spp. L • 
Eguisetum cpp. L. 
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